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Bicyclists Say Paseo Interchange Will Be a Deathtrap
VOL I, Issue 3, May 21, 2014

By Annette Chartier

W

ith low-visibility crosswalks across
multiple lanes of traffic, a design that
promotes cycling against traffic and a
narrow, shared-use path, the new multimodal portion of the $93 million Paseo
del Norte I-25 interchange is a deathtrap,
bicyclists say.
Diane Albert, president, Bicycle Coalition of New Mexico has launched an effort
to stop the project. She is a member of the
Albuquerque Bicycle Advisory Committee.
“When they did the Big I they said there
would be no bicycle access through there,
and this is going to be the same disaster,”
she said. “The volume of traffic (at the
Paseo interchange) makes it very dangerous and the noise is deafening.”
The Bicycle Coalition of New Mexico
recently sent an appeal to Gov. Susana
Martinez, the New Mexico Department
of Transportation, the Federal Highway
Administration, the Mid-Region Council of
Governments and the City of Albuquerque
decrying the current design. The letter
urges that the current Paseo interchange
design be abandoned or revised.
Melissa Dosher, spokesperson for the
New Mexico Department of Transportation, said NMDOT has listened to the
bicyclist community, but because of the
scale of the project, “not all recommendations provided could be incorporated into
the project plans.”
Jennifer Buntz, president of the Duke
City Wheelmen, a bicyclist advocacy
group, sees problems similar to those that
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pedestrians and bicyclists face using the
path along Tramway Boulevard.
“From the motorists’ perspective, they
are looking for cars coming from only a
couple of directions as they prepare to turn
left or right from Tramway,” Buntz said.
“Cyclists traveling on the adjacent path
are not part of what a driver is looking for.
When we cycle on the street, cyclists are
very aware of what we call a ‘right hook’
or ‘left cross.’”
The risk of collision is higher when a
cyclist is on a path or a sidewalk set back
from the street, or when riding the wrong
way against traffic. There are laws in
Albuquerque against sidewalk and wrongway riding, but the Paseo del Norte design
forces them to do just that.
Michael Riordan, director of the
Albuquerque Municipal Development
Department defended the design. “It is
safe; it’s built to federal guidelines,” he
said. However, he said, the city is seeking
funding for a smaller grade-separated
bridge to carry pedestrians and bicyclists.
Bob Tilley, a member of the city’s Transit
Advisory Board, said he believes that the
city transit policy is basically that no one
walks, homeless people ride the bus, bikes
are for weekend recreation, and everyone
drives a car. “And if you get struck by a car
and die walking or biking, it’s your fault,”
he said.
Annette Chartier is an Albuquerque
freelance writer.
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Nielsen, the TV ratings people, say we watch
about 9 percent of the roughly 189 channels we can
get through cable or satellite TV. That’s about 17
channels. Maybe TV is like clothing, where studies
have found that we wear 20 percent of our clothes 80
percent of the time.

Just Like Camp

Crack-smoking Toronto Mayor Rob Ford says “rehab” is just like summer camp. “I feel great,” he told
the Toronto Sun. “Rehab is amazing. It reminds me of
football camp. Kind of like the Washington Redskins
camp I went to as a kid.” Ford, who has admitted to
a drinking problem and smoking crack, says he plans
to “kick butt” during his October re-election bid.

NFL Combine

The Buffalo Jills, the cheerleaders of the Buffalo Bills,
have been sued by five members of the cheerleading
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squad who said they faced a demeaning “jiggle test”
that included doing jumping jacks in front of a male
coach. The Jills’ lawsuit charges that cheerleaders
were expected to show up to some special events
in bikinis, where they were sold at “auction” and
accompanied their buyer around the golf course,
sometimes riding on a lap if the golf cart was full.

Do You Take this Mac?

A Florida man says he wants the right to marry his
“porn filled Apple computer.” In a federal court filing,
the man said he was not provided any warning “that
pornography was highly addictive.”Over time, “I began
preferring sex with my computer over sex with real
women. Naturally, I ‘fell in love’ with my computer and
preferred having sex with it over all other persons or
things,” he said. The Broward New Times Palm Beach
wrote that the man appeared to be an opponent of gay
marriage. A judge rejected his request to extend marriage rights to “other minority sexual rights groups.”
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I’m Outta here

Half the populations of Illinois and Connecticut
say they’d leave if they had the chance. Hawaii and
Maine residents are the least likely to want to move,
according to Vox.com. New Mexico’s dissatisfaction
rate is about average. Texans, Montanans and Oregon
residents are among the happiest with their states.

Gmail Wises Up

Google is considering adding encryption to its
gmail service in response to Edward Snowden’s
revelations about NSA spying on its users, writes
VentureBeat.com. PGP, or Pretty Good Privacy, is an
encryption program already compatible with gmail.
Industry observers say if Google goes forward, it
could capture a larger share of the email market.
Encryption downloads surged after Snowden’s
revelations about NSA snooping.
Compiled by ABQ Free Press Staff
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Bicyclist advocates say multiple turn lanes for traffic exiting I-25 at Paseo del Norte pose a danger to both
bicyclists and pedestrians.
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New Mexico is Tired
of Waiting for Recovery

Southwest Airlines Change Will Cost ABQ

By Dan Vukelich

T

T

he latest jobs
report, the
one showing
New Mexico as
a sinkhole of job
growth surrounded by states
with rebounding
economies, was
disheartening.

Here are the jobs numbers from April
2013 to last month:
Colorado: 70,800 more jobs.
Arizona: 40,600 more jobs.
Texas: 348,000 jobs.
Nevada, 44,700 more jobs.
Oklahoma 25,600 more jobs.
And New Mexico: negative 5,900 jobs.
To be fair, those other states are a
bunch bigger than us. And we’ve always
been a “lagging” state. We’re slower to fall
into a recession and slower to recover.
We don’t heat up as much or cool
down as much, thanks to our massive
buffer of government jobs. We avoided
the precipitous loss of home values that
other Southwest states suffered during the
real estate collapse of 2008 because the
people who build nuclear bombs, process
checks for the Bureau of Indian Affairs or
service Air Force fighters and helicopters
tend not to plunge in and start “flipping”
houses with each housing bubble.
Coming out of past recessions, New
Mexico generally has been a year to 18
months behind. Even the explosion in
fracking jobs that has turned Carlsbad
into a tent city can’t make up for the
pathetically bad jobs numbers across
the rest of the Land of Enchantment.
For a lot of people, there just doesn’t
seem to be any good news in sight.
Something’s got to give between now
and the November general election – or
we’ll be back to those Town Hall meetings of a few years ago when people
showed up to shout down incumbents.
To quote Stuart Dyson of KOB-TV,
even if New Mexico won the Tesla
“gigafactory” battery plant and its 6,500
jobs, we’d just be back where we were
in April 2013.
And political pundit Joe Monahan
predicts in this issue that Tesla will go
somewhere else, to the disappointment
of New Mexico incumbents. We (or I
should say the state GOP) can only
hope that Gov. Susana Martinez still has
stroke with some of the filthy rich people

whose companies she’s so far failed to
woo to New Mexico.
Juan Antonio Labreche and former
state Sen. Dede Feldman team up
elsewhere in this issue to examine an
alternative in the delivery of affordable
healthcare services to the state’s
poorest people.
Community health workers are
truly the shock troops of healthcare,
going into miserable hovels most of us
would not willingly enter. Feldman, a
Democrat, found that the governor has
embraced a cost-effective healthcare
delivery alternative that could keep
Medicaid from bankrupting the state and
lead to better outcomes for chronically
ill people.
Writer Peter St. Cyr takes the lead on
a story about the Innocence and Justice
Project at UNM Law School. Turns
out New Mexico is behind the curve in
preserving DNA evidence that is freeing
people in other states. Ironically, we
found that the man charged with trying
to re-test old evidence tand get people
sprung is jammed up himself – on
allegations he possibly mishandled
evidence.
Albuquerque Public Schools Board
of Education member Kathy Korte
asks, why the “political stunt” by Public
Education Secretary-designate Hannah
Skandera?
Bill Diven turned in an assignment
weeks ago about what the expiration
of the Wright amendment will mean for
the artificially high level of Southwest
Airlines service Albuquerque has
enjoyed since 1980. Sorry for holding
the story so long, Bill. Blame the editor
for the one that almost got away.
There’s plenty of arts news from
Stephanie Hainsfurther, who advanced
the 2nd Annual Albuquerque Film and
Media Experience set for June 1-8 at
venues across town.
Dan Vukelich is the editor of ABQ Free
Press. Reach him at editor@freeabq.com

By Bill Diven

he tick-tick-tick echoing across the Albuquerque
Sunport isn’t just suitcase wheels clattering
across tiles. It’s the countdown to a deadline
that will free Southwest Airlines from a 35-year
dependence on Albuquerque.
Expiration this fall of a federal law known as
the Wright Amendment (see breakout) means
fewer orange and blue Southwest planes will be
landing here. Instead, they’ll overfly the Land of
Enchantment on their way to Arizona, California
and Nevada.
“Albuquerque benefited from the Wright Amendment for many years with all the traffic that flows
to the West Coast,” said Albuquerque International
Sunport spokesman Daniel Jirón.
But not for much longer. The imminent demise
of the Wright Amendment, as well as a shift of
Southwest’s business strategy away from
short-haul flights between smaller cities, means
fewer nonstops and more connect-the-dots routings
for Albuquerque passengers. That’s not good for the
city’s business climate, according to airline experts
and business developers.
“Having multiple nonstops is crucial to increasing
commerce between spaces,” said Jerome Greer
Chandler, managing editor of AirlineRatings.com.
“If you’re having to leave at 6 or 7 a.m. and not
getting to your destination until noon or later, that’s
not a work day, it’s a travel day.”
Ann Lerner, director of Albuquerque’s Film Office,
said our proximity to Los Angeles has been good for
the state’s film industry. “We have executives and
producers who fly in in the morning and out in the
evening. For some, it’s quicker to get here than to
drive from LA to Burbank in the morning.”

The imminent demise of the Wright
Amendment means fewer nonstops
and more connect-the-dots routings
for Albuquerque passengers.
On May 19, Southwest announced Albuquerque
would lose three daily Dallas flights, a daily flight
to Las Vegas and a daily flight to Phoenix. The cuts
take effect in November, after the expiration of the
Wright Amendment in October.
Southwest also will cut its Albuquerque-Seattle
nonstop, at least for the winter months. In all, Albuquerque service by Southwest will be reduced about
15 percent, the airline said in an announcement from
its Dallas headquarters.
“We are in touch with our community partners in
Albuquerque, and we are working with them at the
moment to make sure the changes that do occur are
for the right reasons.”
Southwest began flying to Albuquerque from
Dallas in April 1980, offering three roundtrips a
week. On a recent weekday, the Sunport logged 41

Liz Lopez

Southwest Airlines began serving Albuqurque in April 1980. It operates about 80 flights into and out of Albuquerque per day.

Southwest arrivals and 39 departures. For the past
20 years, Southwest has been responsible for about
half of the flights into and out of the Duke City.
Alaska Airlines announced nonstop service to
and from Seattle starting in September. In April
2013, JetBlue launched nonstop service between
Albuquerque and New York City. On a larger scale,
however, the American-US Airways merger reduces
by one carriers serving Albuquerque.
Fewer competitors will likely to result in higher
fares and less choice here. But nonstops, in particular, are vital to convincing corporate executives to
expand into New Mexico, said Mark Lautman, a 30year economic-development veteran. Lautman, an
author, speaker and consultant, is a frequent airline
traveler. Needing two travel days for a two-day visit
to Albuquerque essentially kills an executive’s week,
he said.
Sunport passenger numbers mirror the recession
and weak recovery. Arrivals and departures peaked
at 6.7 million in 2007 before drifting steadily downward to just 5 million last year.
“The fastest way to improve the air traffic service
for Albuquerque is to grow the economy, plain and
simple,” Lautman said. “Commerce is what’s going
to drive it.”
Bill Diven is a freelance writer who lives in Placitas.
Veteran airline analyst Joe Brancatelli compares
what airline passengers get now with what they
got in 1978, when airlines became free to set fares
and choose routes. His conclusion: Passengers are
paying more and getting less. See Story on Page 10.

What’s the Wright Amendment?
It’s a congressional relic from the final days
of airline deregulation passed to protect
Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport, which
opened in 1974.
In the 1960s, the federal Civil Aeronautics
Board told the cities of Dallas and Fort Worth to
create a joint regional airport. The CAB ordered
all airlines then flying from Fort Worth’s city
airport and Dallas’s Love Field to move to DFW.
Southwest, born in 1971, wasn’t part of the
original CAB deal. It started offering low fares
out of Love to Austin and San Antonio. When
Southwest wanted to expand outside the
Lone Star State, House Speaker Jim Wright of
Texas pushed through a law aimed squarely
at the upstart.
The Wright Amendment, as it became known,
mandated that any airline flying any interstate
routes from Love had to land in an adjacent state
– Louisiana, Arkansas, Oklahoma or New
Mexico. Not only that, passengers traveling
onward had to have a separate ticket for the
next leg, and they had to collect their baggage
and recheck it at that first stop.
The Wright Amendment essentially forced
onward Southwest passengers to begin a second
trip from Albuquerque, Oklahoma City, Little Rock
and New Orleans.
Southwest overturned the Wright Amendment’s
ban on through-ticketing in 2006, but the
mandatory landings here continued – or they
will until Oct 13, when the Wright Amendment is
declared DOA.
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Seeking an Affordable Healthcare Alternative
By Dede Feldman

I

nside a trash-filled room at the old Tewa Lodge
on Central Avenue, Sara, a diabetic, lifts her pant
leg to show her visitors the wound she got in a fall
outside her door. The wound doesn’t look good to
the two community health workers, who are there to
help Sara set up a ride to the local clinic.
Melissa Sosa and Valerie Oldhorn visit Sara three
times a week, wading through empty water bottles
and cockroaches, turning down the volume on the TV,
and petting a cat that is the woman’s only companion.
With PTSD from an assault at a local shelter, a
history of drug abuse, stroke and heart attack, Sara
is always home. She has no money except for her
monthly SSI check. She often relies on Sosa and
Oldhorn to deliver donated food from the Unitarian
church or from a food truck from Joy Junction.
Armed with cell phones, taxi vouchers and a list of
low-rent housing and food pantries, the two workers are trying to get Sara (not her real name) out of
her rancid motel room and into her own apartment,
where she’ll have a better chance of managing her
medical problems.
“If we can get a $25 money order we can get you
ready to move in,” Olhorn tells her. Sara looks like
she is about 72. She is 48.
Oldhorn and Sosa are the front line of health care,
part of an innovative treatment team
reaching out to patients insured by the state’s
Medicaid program.
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Predictions: The Primary
and Tesla’s Gigafactory
By JOE MONAHAN

W

hat would
politics be
without predictions?
Pretty darn boring.
So keeping in mind
that age-old admonition “He who lives
by a crystal ball soon
learns to eat ground
glass,” here we go:
The five-way race for the Democratic
nomination for governor remains
muddled, but history says the hopefuls
who spent the most on TV spots will
finish near the top of the pack.
No matter who wins the Democratic
nod on June 3, Gov. Martinez will
launch negative TV attacks against that
candidate that same month in an effort
to score an early knockout.
When all is said and done in November, Republicans will not take control of
the State House. They have been in the
minority there for some 60 years.
Photos by Juan Antonio Labreche

Above: Echo community health worker Valerie Oldhorn checks a patient’s
medication. Some people she sees are on as many as 15 medications.
Left: Echo community health worker Melissa Sosa holds “Snickers,” a
patient’s dog, during a visit to a patient’s room in an East Central motel.

Community workers go into
truly squalid places where
they see people who are
homeless or a step away
from being homeless
They care for some of the poorest, least
healthy and most downtrodden people
in New Mexico. The work takes Oldhorn
and Sosa to truly squalid places – cheap
motels and apartments, crumbling mobile
homes – where they check on people who
are homeless or a step away from being homeless.
Some are as little as a missed prescription refill away
from being dead.
“Our role is to help patients stay out of the
emergency room through social services, monitoring
and prevention, “ Oldhorn said.
Oldhorn and Sosa are with Project Echo, which
has teamed with the state’s Medicaid managed-care
companies to coordinate training for health workers
to care for high-cost, hospital-prone people like Sara
who otherwise would make expensive – and repeat
– visits to hospital emergency rooms.
With the help of a nurse and nurse practitioner,
the team checks to see whether patients are keeping
their doctors’ appointments, taking their medications, and managing their chronic diseases. Their
patients’ afflictions include diabetes, congestive
heart failure, PTSD, asthma and bipolar disorder.

POLITICS

The idea of using non-medical workers
to reach hard-to-serve communities is
not new in New Mexico.

Some patients are on as many as 15 medications.
At another stop, the Ambassador Inn on Candelaria Rd. NE, the two community health workers
are joined by Beth Olguin, a nurse practitioner, and
Rachel Murphy, a nurse.
In a dark, drafty, second-floor room, the four find
Molly, a small woman on oxygen whose halting
speech is evidence of her traumatic brain injury. The
previous week, Molly was evicted from a shelter
because of a fight with her son. Now she is homeless, agitated and afraid.
Olguin quickly fills syringes stored in the room’s
small fridge and checks Molly’s other medications.
Molly tells her visitors she once was beaten up on
the first floor of the old motel. “But you’re safe now,”
Murphy reassures her, “and you’re a survivor!”
The team has made arrangements for Molly to move
to a Motel 6 where she can keep Snickers, her dog.
Cont. on page 10

Curanderas, parteras (midwives) and doulas
(pre- and post-natal aides) have long been a part
of the state’s tradition.
Community health representatives fanned out to
the state’s Pueblos and reservations as early as
the 1960s.
And the use of lay health workers, or promotoras, officially began on the state’s southern border
with Mexico in the 1990s.
La Clinica de Familia in Las Cruces borrowed
the idea of using members of the same community
to help patients from a 1970s Juarez program.
That program originally centered on family
planning, but in New Mexico it spread to the
colonias – ad hoc semi-rural settlements, often
built with no services – where migrants needed
basic health services.
By the early 2000s home-visitation programs for
first-time mothers were delivering solid evidence
that home visits by nurses decreased child abuse.
Around the state community health workers go
by many titles – promotoras, outreach educators,
peer health promoters, community outreach workers, health navigators and community advocates.
“A rose by any other name is still a rose,” said
Sharon Huerta, VP of Medical Operations for Blue
Cross/Blue Shield of NM, another organization
that is deploying community health workers.

A no-brainer: the
Albuquerque Journal will
endorse Gov. Martinez for
re-election. The Santa Fe
New Mexican will not.
Here’s some easy pickings. All three of
New Mexico’s U.S. House members –
Michelle Lujan Grisham, Ben Ray Lujan
and Steve Pearce – will win re-election
to another two-year term.
Allen Weh will win the Republican
nomination over David Clements and
face Democratic U.S. Sen. Tom Udall
in November.
Udall will win a second six-year term.
Vice President Biden will campaign
here for Udall. Obama will not.
Hillary Clinton will campaign here
this year.

The first nonpartisan public poll
conducted in the New Mexico gubernatorial race following the June primary
will show Gov. Martinez ahead of her
Democratic opponent. She will poll
somewhere between 52 and 55 percent.
If Lt. Gov. John Sanchez is re-elected
along with Martinez this year, within
three months of the victory he will be
raising money for his own run for the
Governor’s chair in 2018.
There will be more embarrassing audio
tapes of conversations between Gov.
Martinez and her campaign aides
from 2010 released by Mother
Jones magazine.
Tesla will announce this year that its
huge battery “gigafactory” will go to
Nevada, deflating hopes that it would
come here and benefit incumbent
politicians.
Shortly after the November election, Intel
will announce another round of layoffs.
A Republican will be elected Bernalillo
County sheriff in November.
Turnout for the June 3 Democratic
primary will fall below the 120,000 who
voted in 2010.
The winning candidate in the Democratic gubernatorial primary will receive
between 28 and 32 percent of the vote.
A no-brainer: the Albuquerque Journal
will endorse Gov. Martinez for re-election.
The Santa Fe New Mexican will not.
Democrat Hector Balderas will be
elected attorney general and shortly after
begin taking steps to run for governor.
Albuquerque state Sen. Tim Keller will
be elected state auditor and shortly after
take steps to run for mayor of Albuquerque in 2017.
Finally, we daringly predict the ABQ
Free Press will keep you posted on the
latest throughout Election ‘14.
Joe Monahan is a veteran of New Mexico
politics whose daily blog can be found at
joemonahan.com
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What Recovery? Where are the Jobs?
The real problem is the occupant
of the fourth floor of the Roundhouse.

W

hile respectable vocations like educators,
carpenters and firefighters struggle, the ranks
of finger-pointers and know-it-alls are growing. As
a finger-pointer myself, I’m happy to report that
my services have been requested. “You call this a
recovery? Where are the jobs?”
Anywhere but here, that’s for sure. A new report
from the state, issued just last week, says that
job loss in New Mexico accelerated in the past 12
months – down another 4,400 jobs last year.
So where did they go? Right where we sent them,
of course. Texas, Florida and Arizona, 48 states in all,
all put jobs on the board last year, thanks in part to
the success of New Mexico’s innovative “freedom to
outsource” programs.
The governor’s multi-million-dollar 2013 manufacturer’s tax break was touted as a sure-fire job creator.
And it was. Wall Street accountants cashed in. Back
here at home, New Mexico’s largest manufacturer,
Intel, cut 400 jobs just weeks after the bill became law.
The sun has also shone on Arizona and Florida.
Public education was handed over to Sunshine State
administrators and Wall Street corporate firms in 2011,
and New Mexico’s behavioral health jobs were turned
over to Arizona overlords in 2013.
At least one federal fiscal freedom friend is also
doing his part. Steve Pearce’s first votes on the Farm
Bill would have cut payments to pecan farmers and
cattle ranchers outright.
But, rest assured: our public leaders say job creation
is job number one; so let’s check in on their progress.
The Economic Development Department is
supposed to, well, develop our economy, but they’ve
done a pretty crappy job thus far. In January of last
year, the department proudly announced that its job
training program had created 11 whole jobs – the
same month the Department of Workforce Solutions
said we lost almost 300.
The same department just stopped reporting on
the number of jobs it created along the border after it
cut the program’s budget by nearly 80 percent.
Same story at the agency responsible for bringing
together public and private partners. After ramping
up the New Mexico Partnership’s goal for job creation
to 2,200 in 2012, the administration promptly cut the
agency’s budget squarely in half.
But the news is not all bad. Conservatives have
created one booming new industry and if you can
get in on the ground floor, the future is bright.
Governor Martinez’s political proprietor, Jay
McCleskey, billed more than $10,000 a month (more
than five times what an average New Mexican
makes!) to the Gov’s PAC during years without
an election. Other payments now total more than
$850,000, says the National Journal.
Steve Pearce is getting in on the act. He started a
new “independent”political action committee and
“non-profit” and placed his fundraiser and brother
in charge. Yep, job creation is Job One. As long as
your job is pampering politicians, this recovery is
going just fine.

Each issue, we ask two
political operatives
to put on their lucha libre
masks and tackle an Issue.
The Right chose this one.

Seth Taylor

You spend 17-trill and what do you get?
Another day broker and deeper in debt.

U

ncle Sam don’t take me ‘cause as you can guess
… I owe my soul to the IRS. With apologies to
the late Tennessee Ernie Ford.
I’m in a local eatery recently and I hear this from a
nearby table:
“How can you complain about this recovery? The
Dow’s up more than a third over (W) Bush’s best years.”
Like any good eavesdropper worth his salt, I leaned
over and said: “The Fed’s pumping $90 billion a month
into the market. Give me $90 billion a month, and I’ll do
a least a third better than my best year. At least.”
Nothing brings an Obama-lover and an
Obama-hater together like the chance to tell a stranger to “shut the f*** up and mind your own business.”
I’m a uniter.
Basically there isn’t any recovery. The economy
still sucks plenty (and I don’t count the new waffle-taco as an economic boon).
First some basic numbers: As mentioned above,
the Dow, from a distance, appears to be rocking. But
considering the Fed’s influence it’s more realistic to
see the market’s new heights as slightly shallower
than a dog’s water dish.
Then there are the employment numbers. While
unemployment was lodged between 7 and 8 percent
over the majority of Barack Obama’s tenure, today
that figure has dropped to 6.3 percent. But that
number is more than a little deceptive as the labor
force participation rate is at its lowest since 1978.
Basically, the number of folks working or looking
for work has declined. Some of the decline stems
from Baby Boomers retiring. Much more is due to
the lack of jobs. No jobs; no recovery. Or no recovery; no jobs. It’s a circle of recession kinda thing.
Here, in a nutshell, is how this administration has
lowered unemployment. Say you have 92 people
out of 100 working. Your unemployment rate is 8
percent. Those eight people job hunt for weeks – 99
weeks, say. Maybe more. In any event, two of
the eight just give up, drop off the map. Now the
workforce is down to 98 men and women, six people
remain out of work. But what’s really cool (if, say,
your job is to remain politically viable) is that you
can now say the unemployment rate has dropped to
6.1 percent. See? You’re doing a whale of a job.
In the meantime, you’ve raised taxes on everyone
– not just the rich. You’ve increased food stamp rolls
by 50 percent. You’ve watched savings in the nation
shrink. Gas is nearly $4 a gallon nationwide, and
consumers are slowly recognizing that prices on
everything are rising.
It’s just not a good situation. And it’s reflected
in the polls. Americans aren’t optimistic about the
direction the nation’s going. The Real Clear Politics
poll average finds nearly 64 percent of us think
we’ve gone screwy.
And while there are numerous concerns today –
the NSA, Benghazi, Obamacare and IRS scandals, for
instance – the driver of these polls is the economy.
No jobs, no recovery. It’s that simple.
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N.M.’s Answer to CSI: Throw Away the Evidence
By Peter St. Cyr with Dan Vukelich

G

ordon Rahn wakes up every morning
at the time focused exclusively on evidence
knowing he’ll spend his work day looking
re-testing. The program has since been expanded
for a needle in a haystack.
to include questionable eyewitness testimony.
As director of the University of New Mexico
In culling through possible cases, the Innocence
School of Law’s Innocence and Justice Project,
Project team discovered that rape kits and bloodhe and a group of law students have spent four
stained clothing – which could have benefited
years reviewing hundreds of prisoners’ claims
from re-testing – had been misplaced, gone
that they were wrongfully convicted.
missing or had been thrown away.
But like the inmates they represent, Rahn’s
His team is pursuing a half-dozen cases where
team faces long odds.
the trial record indicates re-testing might have
Although new forensic testing techniques are
value. Rahn declined to discuss individual cases
freeing wrongfully convicted inmates in other
without clients’ permission.
states, some New Mexico inmates won’t ever
Court records show that one of those cases is
get that chance.
that of Richard Michael Ortega, who is serving
Authorities simply threw the evidence away
two life prison sentences. In January 1988, Bernaafter trial.
lillo County prosecutors claimed that Ortega, 24,
The Innocence Project has identified 12 people
killed two women while trying to steal their car.
“whose cases appeared to have some merit
Ortega admitted to prosecutors that he got the
and we could not pursue further because the
stolen car from another man, but he denied any
Photo by Dan Vukelich
evidence could not be found,” Rahn said.
involvement in the killings.
Gordon Rahn and Tara Valente-Compton of the Innocence and Justice Project seek to
“There are another four in whose cases orders identify wrongfully convicted inmates who might be exonerated through re-testing of evidence. At the heart of the Ortega case are a ring and a
of destruction were entered by the courts,” Rahn
knife that never had been tested for DNA. On the
said. “There were several others in which we
theory that evidence stickers affixed decades ago
agencies are required to retain evidence for the dudid find the evidence, but as we learned more about
may
have protected blood or other evidence, Rahn
ration of a convicted defendant’s sentence. In some
the case, it was determined testing would not have
wanted
a lab to take a look.
jurisdictions, that stopped the routine destruction of
an exonerative value.”
He persuaded authorities to retrieve the items
evidence immediately after conviction.
Why has evidence disappeared?
from evidence storage and send them to a crime
“They’ve been throwing evidence away for years,
lab for re-testing. But that’s where the case takes an
with the attitude, ‘He’s guilty, so why do we need to
ironic twist. After Rahn and local prosecutors sealed
keep
this
stuff,’”
said
a
retired
Albuquerque
police
‘They’ve been throwing
the ring and knife in a FedEx box and everyone
detective, speaking about the state of affairs before
evidence away for years’
involved signed the flap, Rahn volunteered to take it
he retired.
to FedEx himself.
– retired detective
In the four years since the Innocence Project
That action, prosecutors for the New Mexico
started in New Mexico, no one has been exonerated.
Sometimes it’s a lack of storage space in county
Attorney General’s Office claim, broke the chain of
The program’s initial grant has run out, and the
courthouses. Sometimes it’s a lack of concern.
custody. They want Rahn held in contempt of court.
project is seeking new funding. The lack of results
New Mexico prosecutors, sheriffs, and even some
In court documents, they also charge he unethically
has garnered Rahn critics in the legal community.
defense attorneys simply never expected to hear
bypassed them to get access to the knife and ring.
When Rahn arrived in New Mexico in 2010, he
from convicts again after sentencing for serious
Rahn said state law requires the Innocence Project
took over a program that essentially was a students’
violent crimes.
to deal directly with local DAs. Margaret E. McLean,
extracurricular organization. With an initial grant
“Not everyone appreciated what DNA could
the attorney general’s Criminal Appeals Division
from the National Institute of Justice, he and a cadre
mean in a post-conviction sense,” said Rahn, who
director, counters that her office, not local DAs,
of recruits began a comprehensive survey of New
came to Albuquerque from Kentucky, where he
represents the State of New Mexico in appellate
Mexico inmates.
helped 10 men go free after re-testing of evidence
cases. The contempt motion goes before a judge at
The Innocence Project students surveyed 1,300
revealed they had been wrongfully convicted.
the end of May.
inmates jailed for serious violent crimes. Some 550
New Mexico made a step forward in 2003, when
inmates submitted applications for re-examination
Peter St. Cyr is an independent journalist who lives in
the Legislature approved a new criminal evidence
of their cases. Most were rejected on grounds they
Albuquerque.
retention law. Now, in murder and rapes cases,
didn’t meet the project’s grant requirements, which

Rio Grande Roundabout Returns
By ABQ Free Press Staff

The Rio Grande and Candelaria
Roundabout is back, City Councilor
Isaac Benton told North Valley
neighborhood leaders in an email.
“There have been 11 accidents at
the intersection of Rio Grande and
Candelaria since data was collected
for the updated intersection study
last year,” Benton wrote in an April 25
email. Two crashes since December
of last year resulted in multiple

injuries, he said.
Contributing factors were disregard
for the traffic signal in three of the
crashes, improper turns in three
others, and speeding in one.
“These factors are safety issues that
can be mitigated by a roundabout,
which is a nationally recognized
proven crash-safety countermeasure. The 2013 study recommended a
protected-permissive left turn signal,

however, when disregard for signals
and improper turns are contributing
factors, this is not an effective countermeasure,” Benton wrote.
North Valley opponents tried to kill
the roundabout last year but the City
Council voted 7-2 against canceling
the project. A 2013 study ordered by
Benton’s predecessor found dedicated
left-turn arrows would improve safety
at a fraction of the cost of a roundabout.

“I have decided to proceed with
completion of the design of the
roundabout, plus the restriping of a
three-lane configuration – one lane
in each direction with a center turn
lane – on Rio Grande Boulevard north
of the intersection to Griegos as a test
project. Data will be collected before
and after the restriping in order to
help gauge its effectiveness,” Benton
wrote.
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Home Health Cont. From Page 6
Waving her arms and hugging everyone, Molly tears
up. “I’ll be alright, I promise.”
In 2005, a UNM study found that there were
121,000 community health workers nationwide.
Across New Mexico, there are about 1,500 such
workers working for a score of programs like ECHO
Care, which is run by UNM.
The goal of all of ECHO Care and other programs
like it is to improve the health of the patients, save
lives, cut down on expensive ER visits and save money
for both the managed-care providers and the taxpayers
who ultimately pay the bill through Medicaid.
The cost is huge. In 2013, a National Institutes of
Health study found that the average emergency
room visit cost 40 percent more than a month’s rent
for the average American, about $871. A study in
the journal Science found that Medicaid patients use
more primary health care and emergency-room care
than non-Medicaid patients. New Mexico spends
$5.8 billion each year on Medicaid, about $1 billion
of it paid by state taxpayers, and the rest by the
federal government.

The magnitude of New Mexico’s
healthcare challenge
• About 560,000 people – more than one in
four New Mexicans – are on Medicaid.
• 150,000 more New Mexicans will go on
Medicaid this year.
• The Medicaid program will cost taxpayers
$5.8 billion in 2014.
• By 2015, 700,000 New Mexicans will likely
be on Medicaid.
• Most new enrollees will be adults, many with
high-cost chronic conditions.

Without an alternative source of care, and with
150,000 new Medicaid patients expected to be
added to the Medicaid rolls this year, ERs face an
crushing increase in traffic.
The push for an alternative style of care for
Medicaid patients got a kickstart in March when
a bill sponsored by Sen. Mary Kay Papen, a Las
Cruces Democrat, was signed by Gov. Susana
Martinez. The legislation streamlined the process
for training and eventual certification of community health workers like Oldhorn and Sosa.
Project ECHO is known internationally for
its Skype-like tele-training, which brings health
worker trainees in local communities together
with remote trainers via the Internet. Once trained,
the workers use the Internet to collaborate with
far-flung experts on the best approaches to dealing
with their patients’ problems.

Dear Answer Guy: How do I grow
organic herbs and veggies, and
what’s the difference between
organic and natural?

A:

Community health workers Valerie Oldhorn and Melissa Sosa deliver food from a
local food pantry during a home visit.

In 2013, a National Institutes of Health
study found that the average
emergency room visit cost 40 percent
more than a month’s rent, about
$871, for the average American
“This is a very exciting time,” said New Mexico
Department of Health Secretary Rhetta Ward.
“With shortages of doctors, nurses and dentists
in 32 out of 33 New Mexico counties, the governor
recognizes that these folks are gold – and they can
have a big impact on outcomes,” Ward said. “We
need to be proactive rather than reactive.”
The community health worker idea is not new. In
2005, Molina Health Care, a managed-care provider,
recognized the value of community health workers

and hired them to track high-cost patients. “They
are very cost effective,” said Patty Kehoe, president
of Molina Healthcare NM. In 2012 and 2013, just
5 percent of Molina’s patients accounted for 40
percent of the company’s costs.
Molina found that in cases where community
health workers intervened, claims, emergency room
visits and prescription costs dropped by about
$2 million over a 25-month period. Molina and
UNM have since teamed up to train the trainers of
community health workers in 11 other states where
Molina has Medicaid contracts.
Dr. Art Kaufman, vice chancellor for community
health at UNM, said New Mexico is a leader in this
area of healthcare delivery, thanks to its recognition
that health is inextricably tied to social factors – education, nutrition, safe housing and social inclusion.
Dede Feldman is a former state senator and the author of
“Inside the New Mexico Senate: Boots, Suits, and Citizens.”

BY Joe Brancatelli

he airline industry’s trade group wants you to
believe airfares are plummeting. A government
data dump last month claimed fares may be 15
percent lower than 20 years ago.
Truth is, the real price of flying has risen sharply
since the dawn of airline deregulation in 1978 and
far outpaces the inflation rate of the past 40 years.
The government’s data come from the usually
reliable Bureau of Transportation Statistics but
suffer from an outdated methodology that ignores
the airline industry’s relentless drive to strip
products and services from the published airfare.
In fact, comparing today’s stripped down “fare” to
the all-inclusive “fare” of years past is a fool’s errand.
Airlines have hived upwards of a dozen items from
the basic fare and now charge separately for them.
Everything from a comfortable coach seat to an in-flight
meal has been “unbundled” and now is sold a la carte.
The two charts that I compiled that accompany
this article show cost comparisons of a seat on an
American Airlines Los Angeles-Chicago flight from
1975 and what was available online on May 5.
Adjusting for inflation, I compared two types of purchases today: a refundable ticket a businessperson

might buy and a nonrefundable ticket a leisure
traveler might buy.
Back in 1975, three years before airlines became
free to set their own fares and select their own
destinations, things were simple. All fares were
refundable and bundled with a plethora of services,
including meals. One perk included with today’s prices
that didn’t exist in 1975 is frequent flier credit, so I
added $28 to the 1975 fare to cover the value of the
1,745 American AAdvantage miles you’d earn today.
The comparison shows that strictly on cost, the
future doesn’t stack up to the past. In both
comparisons, factoring in all
the add-on fees that once were included in a
basic airline ticket, the fares charged today
are more expensive.
Bottom line: Forty years after deregulation, the
government is still casting about for ways to make
1975’s apples compare to 2014’s oranges.
Joe Brancatelli, former editor of Frequent Flier
Magazine, edits JoeSentMe.com, an online newsletter
for business travelers.
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Going Organic? Worth the Trip? Being Felt Up
In the Name of Science

Consumer Benefit of Airline Deregulation: Not in Dollars Saved
T

COLUMNS

REFUNDABLE FARES 1975 - 2014

CHEAPEST FARES 1975 - 2014

One-way flight
Los Angeles to Chicago

1975

2014
Unbundled

One-way based on roundtrip
Los Angeles to Chicago

1975

2014
Unbundled

2014
Bundled

Lowest price including taxes

$138

$508

Lowest price including taxes

$97

$204

$284

Calling Reservation Center

$0

$25

Calling Reservation Center

$0

$25

$25

Ticket-change fee

$0

$0

Ticket-change fee

$0

$200

$0

Standby privilege

$0

$0

Standby privilege

$0

$75

$0

Priority Boarding

$0

$25

Priority Boarding

$0

$25

$0

Extra legroom

$0

$68

Extra legroom

$0

$68

$68

1st checked bag (70lbs.)

$0

$25

1st checked bag (70lbs.)

$0

$25

$0

2nd checked bag (70lbs.)

$0

$35

2nd checked bag (70lbs.)

$0

$35

$35

Excess-bag fee

$0

$200

Excess-bag fee

$0

$200

$200

Frequent flyer miles

$28

$0

Frequent flyer miles

$28

$0

(-$14)

Meal

$0

$10

Meal

$0

$10

$10

Inflation adjustment (335%)

$462

$0

Inflation adjustment (335%)

$325

$0

$0

Real Cost

$628

$896

Real Cost

$450

$867

$608

There’s a raging debate about
whether going organic is worth
it. There’s so much contradictory
information out there, sorting through
it was driving me to Crazyland – and
as my dad used to say to me, “Son,
you don’t need a chauffeur to get to
that destination.”
Helpguide.org says, “Organic crops
must be grown in safe soil, have no
modifications, and must remain
separate from conventional products.
Farmers are not allowed to use synthetic pesticides, bioengineered genes
(GMOs), petroleum-based fertilizers,
and sewage sludge-based fertilizers.”
Organic foods are, the site says,
grown with natural fertilizers (manure,
compost). Weeds are controlled
naturally through crop rotation, hand
weeding, mulching and tilling. Insects
are controlled using natural methods,
such as birds, good insects and traps.
OK, good start. Joanie Quinn, a
New Mexico Department of Agriculture’s
organic commodity adviser, takes us
further. I asked, “Does ‘organic’ mean
using anything that is ‘natural’ from
the ground?”
“Arsenic is natural,” she shot back,
“but it is prohibited in organic production.”
OK, I knew that.
The aim of farmers who grow produce
for sale, she said, is to use only the
resources of the farm. “They shouldn’t
use anything synthetic.” Further details
are on the New Mexico State University
website.
Also on the NMSU site is everything
you’ll need to know to become a
state-certified organic farmer. Grow less
than $5,000 worth of produce, and you
don’t need certification; you just need to
abide by the tenets of organic growing
to call your crop “organic.” Raise more
than $5,000 in produce, and you need
to be “certified organic,” which involves
filling out a 16-page application, paying
a $250 fee and submitting to state

inspections. Quinn’s advice: “You must
plan ahead if you want to be a good
organic farmer.”
Tom Kuehn, owner of Bethany Farms,
is certified. The organic herbs he grows
in his South Valley greenhouse are sold
at La Montanita Food Coop.
“It’s pretty easy to get certified for
a greenhouse, and you don’t have to
wait,” Kuehn said. “I wasn’t growing
anything in the ground. I buy new
organic soil every year, certified organic
approved material. The state is a very
easy group to work with.”
Because he grows only bedding
plants in his greenhouse, his land isn’t
certified – only the product. He hand
waters by hose, using a well replenished by the Arenal canal. “Would I
drink (that water), no, but it is certified
from the state. You can’t use bottled
water, by the way,” he said.
Experts disagree on the big question:
Does the extra cost of organic produce
translate into better health?
In January, Slate’s blog, The Kids,
Advice for Parents, ran “Organic
Shmorganic: Conventional fruits and
vegetables are perfectly healthy for kids.”
Back in 2011, Scientific American
magazine’s blog ran “Mythbusting
101: Organic Farming > Conventional
Agricultural.” It cited studies that found
organic fruits and vegetables don’t
contain more nutrients, and blind-taste
tests found they don’t taste better either.
The Scientific American article
says the rise of the organic farming
movement, a reaction to factory farming,
is really just a return to “conventional
farming” – which is not hosing down or
injecting our meats and vegetables with
antibiotics, herbicides and pesticides.
Kuehn make a related point. After you
buy his organically raised plants, what
you do with them is up to you. I take his
point. If you re-pot his certified plants
in some sort of non-organic, chemically
fertilized, 10w-30 weight super-sludge
soil and feed them Miracle-Gro every
day, are they still “organic?”

By Efrain Villa

H

e adjusts his
glasses and
gets closer to the
screen to watch as
the young man grips
her bare shoulder
and slowly slides his
other hand up her
waist. Inches from
his face, her breasts heave. In a barely
audible voice, the young man says, “Try
deeper and slower.” She sighs, “I’m
getting lightheaded.”
He wipes sweat from his forehead.
“How does this feel? Does it hurt?” “No,”
she says. He removes his hands, smiles
nervously, and says, “You can stop
breathing deeply now. Your spleen feels
fine.” Another man watching removes
his glasses, shakes his head, and
scribbles, “spleen palpated on wrong
side of the body.”
Next to him, more than a dozen
doctors sit in front of computers lined
up in neat rows, their hands cupping
headphones. They look like controllers
at a NASA command center. A ding
comes over the intercom followed by
the announcement: “Students, your time
has ended, please exit now.” Moments
later, the monitors display empty exam
rooms, and everyone prepares to start
the process all over again.
This scenario plays itself out daily
in medical schools across the globe.
Actors willing to be prodded, poked and
groped by inexperienced, shaky hands
are brought in to train medical students
in simulated doctor-patient scenarios.
They are called “standardized
patients,” and they are in high demand.
There are standardized patient

Reach Efrain at his website
Aimlessvagabond.com

What makes the buying or
selling of a home stress-free?

Send your questions to the Answer Guy at
editor@freeabq.com

A full-service Broker.

On the Air

Watch our arts segment on The Morning
Brew with Larry Ahrens, Tuesday
mornings at 7:32 a.m. on Public Access
Channel 27 and later on YouTube.
Pictured: Host Larry Ahrens, Co-Host
Amber, Debra Landau of Air Dance New
Mexico. Photo by Jeff Hartzer.

conferences, newsletters and associations. Last week, I heard of a lady who
was being flown to Europe on a regular
basis to have pseudo pap smears and
breast exams performed.
I first heard of standardized patients
about a year ago when I was looking
for interesting ways in which to sell my
body. I don’t really have the stamina or
drive for turning tricks, and my aversion
to needles and chafing eliminated
plasma and sperm donation.
Getting paid to act as a lunatic,
manic-depressive or hypochondriac in
the name of education, while getting
intimately touched by strangers, seemed
like a win-win. After a year, I can
honestly say, “I love my job.”
For today’s role, my profile sheet says
I’m playing a clinically depressed father
of four, with erectile dysfunction and
acid reflux, who was left by his lesbian
wife. I do my best to channel the inner
Jerry Springer guest within as I fidget
with my hospital gown. She enters
and introduces herself as my student
doctor. Each student has his or her own
style. This one opens with a whodunit
approach, “Where were you on the night
the erectile dysfunction happened?”
I quickly run through a list of possible
answers in my head, ranging from “the
dog pound” to “the McDonald’s drivethrough,” and then settle on, “In bed.”
I pause for dramatic effect and then
continue, “It was the night my wife left
me.” I bury my head in my hands, and
the fun begins.

I look forward to earning your business.
BUYERS • SELLERS • RELOCATIONS

Coldwell Banker Legacy
6767 Academy NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
505-828-1000

Ed Jaworski

Mobile 505-220-2549
Direct 505-857-2353
Ed@EdJaworski.com
www.EdJaworski.com
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The Thirsty Gardener:
Battle of the Bindweed
By Stephanie Hainsfurther

I

Live Now.
“ I appreciate living here because we have not only met new friends, but became reunited
with family as well. e opportunity and choice of many meaningful activities makes
each day delightful. My husband and I enjoy the peace of mind that can only come from
living in a LifeCare Community. ”
–Mary Jane Moﬃtt, La Vida Llena resident

To schedule a personal presentation, call 800.922.1344 or 505.293.4001.
10501 Lagrima de Oro NE Albuquerque, NM 87111
La Vida Llena, a leader for over 30 years in New Mexico
senior living, is part of Haverland Carter Lifestyle Group.

found a pretty, flowering plant in my
backyard when we moved here from
Connecticut. It hugged the ground and
had the cutest pale-pink-to-white flowers
on a long, trailing vine. To me, it looked
like miniature morning glory.
Field bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis) is a morning glory, but the perennial
kind. Tenacious and long-lived, bindweed reproduces like bunnies. At a
low point in the battle to eradicate it,
I thought of just mowing it and calling it
a lawn. Instead, I rallied and made it my
mission to destroy the stuff.
Lee Reich, the horticultural writer, put
out a book in 2000 called “Weedless
Gardening” that started me down the
path. He wants his readers to be like
Mother Nature, gardening from the top
down. Trees drop leaves that break
down to enrich the soil; why do humans
dig and till from the ground up? We
disturb the soil ecology and scatter
weed seeds, making matters worse.
Reich suggests we put down layers
of newspaper (not this one) to smother
weeds and provide a clean slate, heap
it with compost, and plant right on top,
then mulch. So that’s what I did.
Bye-bye, bindweed, right?
Not exactly. This is what they’ll put on
my tombstone: “She should have read
the instructions.”
Apparently, the newspaper-as-groundcover technique works only if you do
THE WHOLE YARD. I have a huge
backyard, roughly pie-shaped, on a
cul-de-sac in the Northeast Heights.
To cover the entire area, I’d have to
break my vow and start reading the
Albuquerque Journal again.
So I papered the patch in the back
that harbored the worst of the bindweed.
And the bindweed fought back. Its
snaky tendrils raced to the edge of the
newspaper and shot out into the yard,
reaching for the sun and whatever water
it could steal from the garden runoff.
Proliferation ensued.
Manager Aaron Lamb at Santa Ana
Garden Center, my go-to guy for all
things garden related, told me last
season that homeowners use about
10 times more chemicals per acre than
commercial farmers do. The U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service backs him up on
that estimate.
Glyphosate et al. are out of the
question for me. I have the grandson,
Maya the cat and the neighbors’ kids
to consider. To say nothing of our
mutual water supply, into which these
herbicides seep, according to the U.S.
Geological Survey and my friend Hattie
the Eco-Psychic.

As of now, I am newspapering the
big backyard. I’ll let you know how it
goes. In the meantime, I’ve had modest
success with this weed-deprivation
technique and have a few tips.
• Use as many layers of newspaper
		 as you wish – the thicker the barrier,
		 the faster you’ll have dead weeds.
• Newsprint will break down
		 eventually; just don’t use those 		
		 glossy circulars that come with it.
• Overlap the edges of the paper so
		 bindweed can’t stick its pesky little
		head out.
• Heap the newsprint with 6-8 inches
		 of compost and topsoil.
• Plant or seed, then water and mulch.
• Watering starts the de-comp
		 process; you don’t have to cut
		 through the paper to accommodate
		plant roots.
• Use this technique in established
		 beds by placing the paper around
		 existing shrubs and perennials.
		 Do not place the paper up against
		 the woody part or stem; give the
		 plant room to breathe.
• You can paper the bottom of a
		 raised bed before you plant to
		 discourage weed seeds.
• Newspapering works to get rid
		 of other common weeds, such as
		 unwanted grass, Russian thistle,
		 London Rocket, Purslane and 		
		 Creeping Charlie.

Newspaper has another use in the
garden: as filler in containers planted
with annuals. Annuals don’t generate the
deep roots that perennials do, so why
use all of that potting soil? First fill that
glazed or terracotta pot from Jackalope
about one third of the way with crumpled
newspaper.
Stephanie Hainsfurther and her bindweed
are now chlorophyll-free. Reach her at
Stephanie@freeabq.com
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Skandera Release of Teacher Evaluations a ‘Stunt’
By Kathy Korte

I

f you have a job,
you probably have
frequent conversations with your boss
throughout the year.
And when you get
your formal evaluation yearly, you
know exactly how
you have fared before you sign your
evaluation and agree to its contents.
What if the news media had an overview
of your evaluation before you did?
That’s what happened to 16,000 of
the state’s 21,800 teachers. That’s
right. Teachers suffered the indignity of
reading about their “effectiveness” and
“ineffectiveness” in the Albuquerque
Journal on May 16. At that time, they
hadn’t seen their evaluation scores.
In a political stunt, Public Education
Department Secretary-designate Hanna
Skandera gave her overview of evaluation data to the Journal and claimed the
system that she has forced upon school
districts statewide is providing the public
with “rich data” never before seen. Well,
she was partly right: Teachers haven’t
seen their data.
Her claim that the new evaluation
system is great is supported by Gov.

Susana Martinez, who says in a recent
political campaign ad that children in
our state have been put first on her list
because she bought one book for each
first-grader rather than keep a state jet.
What the governor didn’t mention is
that her education policies have cost
taxpayers $23 million alone for standardized testing.
These standardized tests are the
foundation of a teacher’s evaluation
score. The tests account for 50 percent
of the potential 200 points that a teacher
may receive under Skandera’s new
evaluation system.

New Mexicans should know four things:
• Skandera’s PED has not shared the
scores with the individual teachers,
meaning that teachers don’t know
how they scored or why they scored
what they did;
• There is no system for a teacher to
contest his or her score;

• The PED is basing teacher scores
on a system called Value Added
Method, which was slammed in
April by the largest organization
of statisticians in the United
States. The American Statistical
Association said, in short, that

“VAMs are generally based on
standardized test scores and do not
directly measure potential teacher
contributions toward other student
outcomes;”

• Here in New Mexico, even Los Alamos National Laboratory scientists
couldn’t replicate the VAM.

What credit can we give to Skandera
and Martinez? Under their tenures, our
best and brightest teachers are leaving
in droves. Albuquerque Public Schools
currently has 355 teacher positions
waiting to be filled. We expect more
seasoned teachers to retire or quit after
school ends because of the punitive
Martinez-Skandera policies.
We can also give credit to Skandera
and Martinez for this: Their evaluation
“plan” has managed to beat teachers
down, burden public school kids with the
weight of more and more standardized
tests, and force parents like myself to
fight for our children and schools like
we’ve never had to fight before.
Rich data? No way. Solid evaluations?
Not by a long shot.
Kathy Korte is a member of the Albuquerque
Public Schools Board of Education.

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
I rarely comment on stuff I read in the
papers, however, after reading your first
issue, I’m excited about reading the paper
again. In my opinion, fair and balanced
reporting is a dying art.
For you and your staff to resurrect it
requires courage and commitment. I hope
and pray your paper circulates among
our youth because they are our social
and political future in need of fair and
balanced reporting that explains “things in
a meaningful way that informs, entertains,
and surprises.” Best wishes.
					
– Paul Thornton
To the Editor:
I just saw a copy yesterday of ABQ Free
Press. Congratulations. Getting a new
publication off the ground in only a few
weeks is a monumental achievement. I
have started three pubs from scratch and
it always took me many months – in one
case nearly two years. Reading between
the lines it looks like absorbing ABQ Arts
was a bit of serendipity that can help you
in the short run.
					
– Wally Gordon
ABQ Free Press welcomes letters to the
editor. Letters are subject to editing.
Email editor@freeabq.com
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Scenario: Get It Together
By Stephanie Hainsfurther

A

lbuquerque’s arts
scene is scattered across all city
neighborhoods and
tucked into out-ofthe-way pockets; it
even claims adjacent
towns. To patrons,
this sprawl can be
a delight and a disappointment. While
quirky venues and infill spaces are fun
and create big-city ambience, the arts in
Albuquerque have no center. Geographically speaking, that is.
At Chatter Chamber Ensemble’s Rail
Yards concert this month, Mayor Berry
announced that the city is making plans
to turn the Rail Yards into performance
spaces, shops and offices. I guess he
doesn’t drive around much. We have a
boatload of empty offices, out-ofbusiness shops, and performance
spaces craving more butts in the seats.
What we need is a central home for the
arts organizations who have, on their
own steam, vastly improved the quality
of life in this city.

A new senior lifestyle is coming to Rio Rancho with apartment
styles and amenities not offered in other area communities.

The Neighborhood is scheduled to open in
2015, giving you time to consider how beautiful
your future can be. But you must act now.
A new information center is now open at 4500
Arrowhead Ridge Drive SE in Rio Rancho
(one block west of the intersection of
Highway 528 on Ridgecrest Drive SE).
Reservations are now being taken for when the
apartments become available for occupancy.

To arrange for
your visit, please call
Ashley Trujillo at
(505) 994-2266.

the creative ideas – and
the drive and the energy
to implement those ideas
– come not only from love
of the arts, but from the
grassroots initiatives of
our arts community.
Certainly grants from the city, Bernalillo County and the Urban Enhancement
Trust Fund in part allow these arts
groups to exist. But the creative ideas –
and the drive and the energy to implement those ideas – come not only from
love of the arts, but from the grassroots
initiatives of our arts community.
What would Downtown be without
516 Arts, Sumner & Dene, Richard
Levy Gallery, Harwood Art Center,
ArtBar, The Cell Theatre, OFFCenter,
Sunshine Theater and all of the clubs
and music venues on and off Central?
The KiMo Theatre would have been
dark most nights without the rental
income generated by arts groups like
Albuquerque Film & Media Experience,
Art of the Song, AMP Concerts, FUSION
Theatre Company and others.
Art galleries all over town stay open
later twice a month for Artscrawl and
First Fridays; their spillover crowds
shop, go out to dinner, see a film or go
to a live-music club. The Outpost and

New Mexico Jazz Workshop bring in two
summer jazz festivals. Opera Southwest
shuttles up-and-coming opera singers
here from all over the country, while
collaborating with hometown talent like
Roger Melone and the New Mexico
Symphonic Chorus.
Arts people give back. The VOCES
summer program for high school students at the National Hispanic Cultural
Center was started by the writers who
teach there. Working Classroom serves
a previously marginalized population of
students by bringing in artists, writers
and actors from all over the world to
teach their kids. Theaters like ALT and
dance companies like Keshet and NDINM bring their expertise and just plain
joy to APS students starved for the arts.
They all need a live, beating heart as
their center, a place where crossmarketing can result in ticket-buying,
art shopping, crafts fairs, and general
education about all there is to enjoy in
Albuquerque.
Here’s what I imagine could happen
at the Rail Yards, just for starters:

•

Open a clearinghouse for all tickets
to music, theater, and dance performances citywide, run by a local company like
HoldMyTicket.com. Populate it with folks
knowledgeable in the arts, cashiers, and
have posters etc. on hand to tout current
and upcoming productions.

• Set up a kiosk with samples of
gallery art, specific information on each
gallery, and a map to all of them.
•

Contract with ABQ Trolley and
other transportation companies to run
touring cars to outlying shows, galleries,
museums and other attractions.

• Book local bands, dancers, acting
companies and artists to entertain all day.

• Key it to the Growers Market and
other Downtown events.

• Set up a booth to promote and
demonstrate collective calendars like
ABQToDo.com and ABQ365.com, for
both events organizers and audiences to
use as resources.
• Keep it open every weekend and on
Monday holidays.
It’s time to stop pretending that the
arts are simply entertainment and
therefore can be pushed aside. The arts
are vital to the economic life of any city.
Let’s give them a real place in ours.
Stephanie Hainsfurther is associate editor
for ABQ Free Press. Contact her at
Stephanie@freeabq.com.
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Beer or Wine with
Spicy Foods?
by Jim Hammond

P

eople who
know me
might conclude
I’d choose wine
for pairing, but
wine is not
always the best
choice when it
comes to hot
and spicy foods. When indulging in such
foods, my friend and wine connoisseur
Walter Blood throws up his hands in
mock surrender and just grabs a
Coca-Cola, if that tells you anything.
In the two years of my blog-talk
radio show, “Bold Foods with Bold Wines”
with Jane Butel, author of “Chili Madness”
and “Hotter Than Hell,” she wouldn’t hear
of me pairing spicy foods with beer.
New Mexican cuisine that relies on a
lot of chile and other seasonings with
bite in its dishes will create a series of
problems for many wines. For example,
an unbalanced wine that emphasizes
the alcohol over the fruit is already in
trouble with many spicy foods. The
heat created at the back of the palate
is unpleasant for the majority of wine
drinkers, save those who are used to
downing shots of tequila with their
jalapeño poppers.
Anything that reignites that heat or
amplifies it will mar the pairing and blur
the nuances of food and wine. And burn
like hell going down.
If the only thing you remember was
the amount of water you consumed
while gasping for breath, then wine
was not a good choice. If I hadn’t had
a Guinness handy while consuming a
foot-long dog resplendent with slices of
jalapeño at the Isotopes game recently,
I might still be breathing fire today.
The bottom line is that it is easier to
pair beer than wine with hot and spicy
foods. But I love a challenge.
Many New Mexico wines, as it happens, work very well with chile-infused
dishes. Our shorter growing season
means our wines seldom exceed 14
percent alcohol content. (Exceptions are
reserve wines and certain grapes.)
Highly extracted, high-alcohol wines
from California are at a severe
disadvantage up against hot stuff. I’d

choose Sangiovese, Tempranillo and
Nebbiolo over very tannic grapes such
as Cabernet Sauvignon and Malbec.
Casa Abril Vineyard & Winery, Vivác
Winery and Black Mesa Winery all do
the former well.
White wines are easier to pair with
hot spices because they are served
chilled and seldom use oak. Oak
mutes the fruit flavors that hold down
the heat. Riesling and Viognier are
classic pairings for spicy foods. Both
grapes grow well here and produce
fine, award-winning wines. Pinot Grigio
(Italian styled) and Pinot Gris (French
styled) are also good choices; overoaked Chardonnay, not so much.
New Mexico is home to many craft
breweries and brewpubs. These are
sometimes called microbreweries to
emphasize the much lower production
figures, but I prefer the term “craft” to
emphasize the quality. The variety of
beers, ales and stouts in New Mexico
is amazing.
The hops used to flavor beer can
enhance citrus or tropical fruits; they
can make a beer earthy, grassy or floral.
Chocolate-like stouts, creamy ales and
the bitter bite of an IPA (India pale ale)
all have their favored pairings. The type
of grain and yeast used and many other
factors provide a cornucopia of tastes
that permits combinations nearly as
broad as with wine. And you thought it
worked only with pizza and beer nuts.
There are usually no tannins or oak to
worry about in beer, and the carbonation
adds refreshment. One should still pair
with caution, however. The sweetness of
malt reduces the heat of spicy foods so
brown ale, porter, red ale, Scottish ale
and stout are best. Hops may intensify
spices and heat and are best with rich or
fatty foods.
Just remember: mellow with malt,
hotter with hops. Of course, there’s
always Coca-Cola.

Enter our 9th Annual Editor’s Choice
Photography Contest

W

e are accepting entries from
New Mexico photographers
for the 9th Annual Editor’s Choice
Photography Contest. First place
winner receives $100 and publication in the July 18, 2014 issue
of ABQ Free Press and online at
abqarts.com.
Your entry in this contest gives
us first-time rights to publish &
exhibit your photo(s) in print and
online. The top 20 images will also
be featured in a Photography exhibit
during the month of July at The
Artistic Image. A second- and thirdplace prize of a 16x20 print on Fine
Art Paper, generously donated by
The Artistic Image, will be awarded
at the Photography exhibit.
Entries must be received by May
31, 2014, in the following form:
• Two (2) entries are allowed per
photographer

• Black-and-white or color
• Digital entries only!

• Print quality at least 1200
pixels wide and labeled with the
photographer’s last name and first
initial followed by title:
Example: JonesS-SandiaSunset

• Must be accompanied by full title
for photograph and a very brief bio

Entries are juried by a panel of
professional photographers.

N

Get the Big News in Town
Contact Mark Hainsfurther
Call (505) 400-7601
or email mark@freeabq.com

Email to stephanie@freeabq.com
by May 31, 2014.

Travelin’ Jack Is Available For Your Event

Jim Hammond is The Southwestern Wine
Guy. He hosts “The Spirits of New Mexico”
each Saturday at 11:30 a.m. on Rock of Talk
Radio, 1600 AM/95.9 FM. You can contact
him at Jim@southwesternwineguy.com

Advertise in Albuquerque’s new free newspaper

Last year’s 8th ABQ Arts Annual Editor’s Choice Photography
Contest winner is “Comes with Thunder”
by Robert Medina Cook.

Travelin’ Jack and his handler, Jill Lane, took off on his
first balloon ride to help The Anderson Abruzzo International Balloon Museum Foundation generate about
$5,000 in new-membership revenue in April.
Photo by Luann

ew Mexico’s Ambassa-Dog is 75
pounds of fun, but don’t expect
him to frolic. Loyal to his breed, this
five-year-old Olde English Bulldogge
known as Travelin’ Jack took a snooze
on the floor before his live appearance
on The Morning Brew with Larry
Ahrens recently, and seemed much
more cool and collected than the
humans waiting their turn in the green
room. On camera, he soon gave up
posing and crawled under the coffee
table for a nap.
Jack and his handler, Jill D. Lane,
travel the state so the “Spokes-Dog”
can advocate for nonprofits and
businesses that have something to,
um, bark about. He has starred in
Buffalo Thunder Hilton Resort’s ads
for their “Dog Days of Summer”
pet-lovers’ special, gone up in the air
for the Balloon Museum Foundation,
and even had his own TV segment on
tourism and pet-friendly places.
You can hire Travelin’ Jack as your
Ambassa-Dog to put a paws-onal print
on your summer event. To ask about Jack,
call Jill. Her number is (505) 880-0500.
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CALENDAR
THURSDAY, MAY 22

SATURDAY, MAY 24

MUSIC

MUSIC

SIOUX CITY KID
Blackbird Buvette, 509 Central Ave SW
Americana rock and Delta blues.
7 pm, Free, 243-0878

OFF! * CEREBRAL BALLZY * NASA
SPACE UNIVERSE
The Launchpad, 618 Central Ave SW
Grown-ass punk heroes and friends.
9 pm, $15, 764-8887, launchpadrocks.com

FRIDAY, MAY 23
family
MEET TRAX, THE RAIL RUNNER MASCOT
Isotopes Park, 1601 Avenida Cesar Chavez SE
This spring, the Rio Metro Regional Transit
District, which provides operations for the
New Mexico Rail Runner Express, conducted
a contest to name the mascot. More than 800
voted, and the winning name was submitted
by Jim Badami of Rio Rancho.
7:05 pm, with admission to the game, ticketmaster.com

MUSIC
2ND ANNUAL OUTPOST GALA FUNDRAISER
Albuquerque Museum, 2000 Mountain Road NW
A dinner and silent auction fundraiser for the
Outpost Performance Space followed by a
concert at 8 pm in the Albuquerque Museum
Amphitheater by the legendary funk and jazz
saxophonist, Maceo Parker, plus a preview of
summer season 2014.
6 pm, Gala tickets: $150 per person (no member
discounts or passes), $75 of which is tax
deductible; Concert-only tickets: $50/$30 ($5
discount for Outpost members & students. No
member passes); 268-0044, outpostspace.org
Benefit show
Launchpad, 618 Central Ave SW
A Benefit show for Melissa Gerzanich with
Econarchy, The Horned God, Black Maria,
Largactyl, Disaster Man, Oscillation and Torn
Between Worlds.
9 pm, $5, 764-8887, launchpadrocks.com
Gilded Cage Burlesk & Variete
Present: The Fox Trot Show
Low Spirits, 2823 2nd St NW
9 pm, $10, lowspiritslive.com

theater
LES MISERABLES
Albuquerque Little Theatre, 224 San Pasquale
Ave SW
Epic, grand and ultimately uplifting, “Les Miz”
packs an emotional wallop that has thrilled
audiences all over the world. Through June 15.
Fri-Sat 7:30 pm, Sun 2 pm, $12-24, 242-4750,
albuquerquelittletheatre.org

Spafford
Low Spirits, 2823 2nd St NW
9 pm, $8, lowspiritslive.com
Future Simple Project, Adrack,
Brendangerous, Nicolatron
Sister Bar, 407 Central Ave NW
9 pm, $10, 242-4900, sisterthebar.com
Swollen Members
Sister Bar, 407 Central Ave NW
8 pm, $10-20, 242-4900, sisterthebar.com
The Lost Mesa Swamp Kings
Zinc Cellar Bar, 3009 Central Ave NE
9:30 pm, 254-9462, zincabq.com/events

SUNDAY, MAY 25
MUSIC
CHATTER SUNDAY
Kosmos Performance Space at the Factory on
5th, 1715 Fifth St NW
Solo cello and coffee, in an informal,
acoustically excellent setting.
Doors open 9:30 am, $15 at the door,
chatterchamber.org
Local H and Throw The Temple
Launchpad, 618 Central Ave SW
8 pm, $10, 764-8887, launchpadrocks.com

MONDAY, MAY 26
exhibit
SACRIFICE & SERVICE: THE AMERICAN
MILITARY FAMILY
National Museum of Nuclear Science &
History, 601 Eubank SE, at the entrance to
Sandia Science & Technology Park
A new exhibit through collaboration with the
Museum of the American Military Family.
Written word and interactive elements allow
visitors to experience the joys, sorrows and
sacrifices of those unsung heroes who also
serve – the military families. With special
events planned through summer.
Daily 9 am-5 pm, Admission: $8 for adults, $7
for seniors and youth, nuclearmuseum.org

MUSIC

MUSIC

Stabbed In Back welcome home
show, Reno Divorce
Low Spirits, 2823 2nd St NW
9:30 pm, lowspiritslive.com

Authority Zero, Torches To Triggers, Mondo Vibrations
Launchpad, 618 Central Ave SW
8:30 pm, $10, 764-8887, launchpadrocks.com

Stone Brewing Co. Tap Takeover
Sister Bar, 407 Central Ave NW
4 pm, Free, 242-4900, sisterthebar.com

Anarkomedy
Low Spirits, 2823 2nd St NW
Host: Ann Gora, Comedian Curt Fletcher,
Eddie Stephens, Andrew Harms, John
Cuellar, Drew Wayne, Margaret Rogers, Sam
Winters, Danger K Varoz, Brynn Moody,
Kevin Kennedy. Music: Jon-Michael Ruiz.
9 pm, lowspiritslive.com

Mr. Elevator And The Brain Hotel,
Get Action, The Holy Glories
Sister Bar, 407 Central Ave NW
10 pm, $5, 242-4900, sisterthebar.com
Pop Evil, Escape The Fate, Avatar,
Glamour of the Kill
Sunshine Theater, 120 Central Ave SW
8 pm, $17, sunshinetheaterlive.com

A Kinda Gay Party
Sister Bar, 407 Central Ave NW
9 pm, $5, 242-4900, sisterthebar.com

TUESDAY, MAY 27

SATURDAY, MAY 31

MUSIC

family

Floor and Pinkish Black
Launchpad, 618 Central Ave SW
9:30 pm, $10, 764-8887, launchpadrocks.com
Killswitch Engage, Battlecross,
Nothing More
Sunshine Theater, 120 Central Ave SW
7:30 pm, $25, sunshinetheaterlive.com

WEDNESDAY, MAY 28
The Hystori Tour of Cyhi The Prynce
Launchpad, 618 Central Ave SW
8pm, 764-8887, launchpadrocks.com

THURSDAY, MAY 29
fashion
NEW MEXICO FASHION WEEK
Through May 31.

MUSIC
MIC CLUB 20
Launchpad, 618 Central Ave SW
Hosted by Retro Chainz , DJ X-Man Reno
& J-Ara, Grimlin, Flatline Rebelz (Champs),
Knights of the Zia, Trew Triple Threat Team,
Rudy & Lost One, TMB, Dub-P, Dirty Desert,
Don P, JJ, and more.
9 pm, $10, 764-8887, launchpadrocks.com
Thee Better Left Undead Party
Low Spirits, 2823 2nd St NW
Texylvania, Shoulder Voices, Baked, DJ Count
Rockula, DJ Miss Moot.
9 pm, $5, lowspiritslive.com
Aerial Ruin, Drake Hardin
Sister Bar, 407 Central Ave NW
9 pm, $5, 242-4900, sisterthebar.com

FRIDAY, MAY 30
theater
THE BIBLE: THE COMPLETE WORD OF
GOD (ABRIDGED)
The Vortex Theatre, 2004 1/2 Central SE
If you’ve seen them in “The Complete Works
of William Shakespeare (Abridged),” you’ll
want to catch The Reduced Shakespeare
Company in their lightning-fast romp through
the Old Testament (Act 1) and the New
Testament (Act 2). The three touring actors
play all of the parts and genders, steered by
popular local director George A. Williams.
Through June 29, Fridays and Saturdays at
7:30 pm, Sundays at 2 pm, $18, vortexabq.org/
reservations, or 347-8600, vortexabq.com

MEET TRAX, THE RAIL RUNNER MASCOT
Isotopes Park, 1601 Avenida Cesar Chavez SE
This spring, the Rio Metro Regional Transit
District, which provides operations for the
New Mexico Rail Runner Express, conducted
a contest to name the mascot. More than 800
voted, and the winning name was submitted
by Jim Badami of Rio Rancho.
7:05 pm, with admission to the game,
ticketmaster.com
A WALK THROUGH PLACITAS HISTORY
Placitas Community Library, 453 Highway
165 (about 5 miles east of I-25 exit 242)
A short walk with a docent in beautiful
surroundings.
10 am-12 pm, Free or donation, 867-3355,
placitaslibrary.com

MUSIC
Rumbler Thunder #14 Car Show
Launchpad, 618 Central Ave SW
By Rumblers cc Albuquerque, Get Action!,
The Hi-Low Tones, The Howlin’ Wolves.
9 pm, $5, 764-8887, launchpadrocks.com
Wildewood, Sloan Armitage and
The Wandering Lares, Prudy Dimas
Low Spirits, 2823 2nd St NW
9 pm, $5, lowspiritslive.com

SUNDAY, JUNE 1
MUSIC
CHATTER CABARET: BELOVED BRAHMS
+ PURPLE HAZE
Hotel Andaluz, 125 2nd St NW, Casablanca
Room
Modern and classical music in a nightclub
setting. Food and drink extra.
5 pm, $25, brownpapertickets.com,
chatterchamber.org
CHATTER SUNDAY: PERSICHETTI AND
REINECKE CLARINET, HORN AND PIANO
Kosmos Performance Space at the Factory on
5th, 1715 Fifth St NW
Chamber music, poetry and coffee, in an
informal, acoustically excellent setting.
Doors open 9:30 am, $15 at the door,
chatterchamber.org
Supersuckers, Nashville Pussy
Launchpad, 618 Central Ave SW
7pm, $5, 764-8887, launchpadrocks.com
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ration, The Green, Katastro
Sunshine Theater, 120 Central Ave SW
7:30 pm, $17, sunshinetheaterlive.com

ARTWARD BOUND
MAY 30

Spooky Tricks Tour: My Life With
The Thrill Kill Kult; DJ Toxic Rainbow
Low Spirits, 2823 2nd St NW
8 pm, $15, lowspiritslive.com

family
RED RIVER CLASSIC CAR SHOW
Red River
Over 150 classic, hot rod, and 2014 cars cruise
into Red River for this exciting car show.
There will be live music provided by a DJ,
food, parades, and fun games for kids and for
the kids at heart.
For more information, visit
redriverclassiccarshow.com. Through June 1.

radio
¡GAYTINO!
KUNM’s Radio Theatre at 89.9 FM
A gay Chicano moves from the back of the
bus to the front of American pop culture
in this autobiographical play with music.
Touching, provocative, hilarious and
absolutely one-of-a-kind, writer/performer
Dan Guerrero’s play brings his fascinating
worlds together in a riveting solo show,
KUNM’s Gay Pride feature program for 2014.
6 pm, Sundays, June 1 and June 8

theater
Working Class Theatre Performs
“Red”
The Parks Playhouse, 1335 Gusdorf Rd, Suite L
John Logan’s Tony Award winning play
“Red” is set in a New York Studio in the late
1950s and follows the characters Rothko,
played by David Garver, and Ken, played
by Damon Klassen. From the onset “Red”
develops into a combative dialogue between
teacher and pupil.
All performances start at 7pm and tickets are $15
for adults and $5 for students with a valid ID. For
details, visit taostheatre.org. Through June 7.

theater
GERTRUDE STEIN AND A COMPANION
Teatro Paraguas Studio, 3205 Calle Marie,
Santa Fe
A dramatized reading of “Gertrude Stein
and a Companion,” a play by Win Wells,
performed by Judith Rane and Judith Kendall
and directed by Lynn Hamrick.
2 pm, Donation, Reservations: (505) 424-1601 or
teatroparaguas@gmail.com, teatroparaguas.org

MONDAY, JUNE 2
MUSIC
BACKSTREET BOYS, IN A WORLD LIKE
THIS TOUR
Isleta Amphitheater, 5601 University Blvd SE
With Avril Lavigne.
7:30 pm, $36-41, 452-5100, livenation.com
The Great Sabatini, Hanta, Distances
Sister Bar, 407 Central Ave NW
10 pm, $5, 242-4900, sisterthebar.com
While You Wait Tour
Sunshine Theater, 120 Central Ave SW
Logic; Quest, Castro.
7 pm, $15, sunshinetheaterlive.com

tuesday, JUNE 3
MUSIC
Nicki Bluhm and The Gramblers
Launchpad, 618 Central Ave SW
9 pm, $13, 764-8887, launchpadrocks.com
Aj Woods, Wildewood, Carlos
Trujillo
Sister Bar, 407 Central Ave NW
9 pm, $5, 242-4900, sisterthebar.com

ONGOING EVENTS & EXHIBITS
THROUGH MAY 24
theater
CATGUT STRUNG VIOLIN
Tricklock Performance Laboratory, 1705 Mesa
Vista Rd NE, 254-8393
A return of the original work about a soldier
and his violin, and the wages of war, with
humor. Directed by Elsa Menendez.
$12-15, brownpapertickets.com

may 31
Photo by Kaitlin Banfill

Alisa Milner and Ian McFeron will be at the Il Vicino Brewery Canteen on Tuesday, May 27 from 6-9pm as part of
McFeron’s “Time Will Take You” Tour. Milner will support on fiddle, cello and vocals. 2381 Aztec Rd NE, Free,
881-2737, brewery.ilvicino.com

THROUGH MAY 25

THROUGH JUNE 8

theater

theater

THESE SHINING LIVES
The Cell Theatre, 700 1st St NW
The play tells the story of the Radium Girls,
employees of Chicago’s Radium Dial Factory
in the 1920s, whose historic lawsuit against
their employer established the right of
employees to sue for occupational disease
and to work under safe conditions.
Thurs-Sat 8 pm, Sun 2 pm, $12-20, 797-7081,
dukecityrep.com, nuclearmuseum.org.

THE MAN FROM EARTH
The Adobe Theater, 9813 Fourth Street NW
Is it possible that departing university
professor John Oldman could actually be
a Cro-Magnon man, as he reveals at his
farewell party? The ensuing conversation
with fellow academics touches on the
reactions of colleagues, according to their
own discipline: biology, archaeology, history,
religion, psychology, etc.
Fri-Sat 8 pm, Sun 2 pm, $12-15, 898-9222,
adobetheater.org

GUERA
Working Classroom, Paul Carpenter y Salazar
Theater, 423 Atlantic SW
Light-skinned blondie (that’s what Guera
means) Lisandra Tena does her one-woman
improv show in two languages.
$10 (special tickets are $25-50),
workingclassroom.org

THROUGH MAY 31
theater
Arsenic and Old Spice
Play Cafe in the Sheraton Uptown,
Menaul at Louisiana
By local playwright Terry S. Davis. Hedda
Hare, headmistress of the Adam McAdam
Academy, has few friends on her staff. Join us
for Prospective Parents Night as she makes
her swan song, and help us figure out which
of them might have done her in.
Fri-Sat 7:30 pm, $56.50 includes a four-course
dinner, performance, and tax (gratuity and
alcohol not included), 377-9593

THROUGH JANUARY 21, 2015
exhibit

MUSIC
The Taos Opera Institute Festival
Various locations in Taos and Santa Fe
The Taos Opera Institute Festival features
20 free classical music performances in
Taos County and Santa Fe, NM with two
performing groups. The festival kicks off May
31st at 7pm with a free performance of the
Cantos de Taos at the Edelweiss Lodge & Spa.
For more information, visit TaosOI.org.
Through June 28.

theater
MINDING THE STORE
Railyard Performance Center, 1611 Paseo de
Peralta, Santa Fe
The Action Theater Ensemble’s cast of
improv actors under the direction of Ruth
Zaporah.
8 pm, $15 at the door, Info: (505) 897-5057

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 4
music

EVERYBODY’S NEIGHBOR: VIVIAN VANCE
Albuquerque Museum, 19th & Mountain Rd NW
She got her start at the KiMo Theatre and
Albuquerque Little Theatre, and you can
view her mementos and participate in this
multimedia exhibit.
With museum admission, 243-7255,
cabq.gov/museum

HUGH LAURIE
Lensic Performing Arts Center, 211 W. San
Francisco Street, Santa Fe
Known for his portrayal of the
unconventional doctor “House,” Laurie is
also a performer of classic New Orleans
music on the piano. With the Copper Bottom
Boys, presented by Heath Concerts.
7:30 pm, $47-79, (505) 988-1234, lensic.org

THROUGH FEBRUARY 15, 2015

UPCOMING IN ABQ FREE PRESS:

exhibit
WOODEN MENAGERIE: MADE IN NEW
MEXICO
Museum of International Folk Art, 706
Camino Lejo, Santa Fe
107 artworks by masters of the wood-carving craft.
With museum admission, (505) 476-1200,
internationalfolkart.org

Internationally known artist Ai Weiwei and
Navajo artist Bert Benally will create “Pull
of the Moon” on June 13 during a full moon
on tribal land. The land-art collaboration,
the first of its kind, is based on Navajo sand
paintings. Read Mary Montaño’s story about
this extraordinary event in the June 4 issue.

books
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Sex, Lies and Online Dating
riginally from Albuquerque, Elizabeth
Cohen currently teaches
in upstate New York and
recently wrote a fictional
collection of satirical short
stories about online dating,
“The Hypothetical Girl.”
Q. “The Hypothetical
Girl” consists of fictional
stories about online
dating. How did you
research it?
A. By reading people’s profiles on the Internet and
talking to people who experimented with Match.com
and other dating programs. I had a woman tell me she
met somebody, flirted with him, had online sex with him,
made a relationship with him, was about to marry him,
and broke up in two days.
Q. How else is online dating different?
A. The good thing about it is you meet somebody in
a spiritual and intellectual way before you meet them
physically. Then when you meet them physically, it
doesn’t really matter so much because you’ve already
expressed so many thoughts. The bad thing is that
people lie.

Q. What do they lie about?
A. They lie about their age,
their employment status,
they use pictures that are
10 years old or older, and
sometimes they lie about
everything.
Q. What online dating
website is most popular?
A. People seem to like
okcupid, PlentyOfFish (pof.
com) [and] Match.com.
Q. What sort of people
does online dating work
for, and what sort doesn’t it work for?
A. It works well for people who learn how to use it. For
example, I have a friend in her late 60s, and she put on
there all this stuff about herself – “I’m a lawyer, I like to
go antiquing, I have many expensive antiques” – which
she doesn’t understand is a total turnoff. Nobody cares
if you’re a lawyer. Your profile should not present you
as a braggart. I would never put on my profile: “Author
of over seven books.” People want to see: “I really love
to cuddle on the couch, watch old movies, go riding on
my vintage Harley.” These are things they can participate in with you. You’re looking for a mate, not a job.
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Wailing Rock at Outpost, Sweet Bluegrass
at Folk Fest

By Wolf Schneider

O

MUSIC

Q. So you’re back in New Mexico?
A. I’m back here visiting. I’m a professor at the State
University of New York in Plattsburgh, which is very
close to Canada. But I grew up in Albuquerque, in the
North Valley on Guadalupe Trail.
I love Albuquerque. Every street holds memories for
me. I hiked through the Sandias all my childhood. The
Jemez Mountains were my playground. As a teenager,
we went crazy and wild at the hot springs. I’m staying
close to the river now, in the Bosque area. I ride my
bike along the river and I hike around the Bosque.

Iration band members are Joseph Dickens (drums), Joseph King (engineer), Cayson
Peterson (keyboard/synth), Micah Pueschel (guitar/ vocals), and Adam Taylor (bass).
Photo by ANT Photography.

Iration at The Sunshine

The Santa Barbara-based band makes a headlining visit to
Albuquerque before fronting Rebelution on tour. Their rock/
reggae/pop collision will crash at Sunshine Theater for one
night only, 7:30 p.m. on June 1, with guests Catastro and
The Green. Their new CD and single of the same name,
“Automatic,” are available now at irationmusic.com. Tickets go
for $17 + $5 fee at the same URL plus holdmyticket.com. More
information at sunshinetheaterlive.com.

Q. How is Albuquerque better than Plattsburgh?
A. It’s so bright and sunny here! It’s just cheerful. But
we do have glorious summers in Plattsburgh. My town
is on Lake Champlain and I love to kayak.
Q. Your personal experience with online dating is…
A. I tried it and it didn’t work
for me. However, I found it
Friday, June 6
to be an incredibly inspiring
Elizabeth Cohen
topic for writing!
booksigning and talk
Wolf Schneider writes about
literary arts for ABQ Free
Press and can be followed @
wolfschneider1 on Twitter.

7 pm, Free

Bookworks
4022 Rio Grande NW
344-8139
bkwrks.com

Visitors from Zimbabwe dance with ABQ’s Pan
African Ensemble
Claire Lynch Band. Photo by Stacie Huckeba

By MATTHEW IRWIN

Y

ou know how I remember Concrete Blonde?
The 1990 film, “Pump Up the Volume.”
Mark Hunter (Christian Slater) has converted
his Wrangler into a mobile radio station to perform
his last pirate broadcast against a hypocritical and
self-important high school administration.
Hunter’s theme song, “Everybody Knows,” by
Leonard Cohen, plays in the background. The
authorities track him down. . . . I don’t know, by triangulating his signal or something, and a high-speed
chase causes damage to the broadcasting equipment.
Suddenly, it is no longer Cohen’s deliberate,
“golden” voice filling the airwaves but Johnette
Napolitano’s of Concrete Blonde, and she is wailing.
It’s like the message in those lyrics about unacknowledged duplicities suddenly becomes more urgent.
I’ve read that Napolitano prefers to look forward
rather than reminisce, so maybe she wouldn’t
appreciate that anecdote, but Christian Slater is at
the height of his career, and the scene is 100 percent
rock— “everyone knows” authority is full of shit,
but only a loner and outcast, using the power of
music, has the courage to say so.
Napolitano’s May 26 performance at Outpost Performance Space is one of two upcoming shows coordinated by AMP Concerts over the next couple weeks to get
Burqueños through the windy season. The second is an
appearance, June 6, by the Claire Lynch Band, meant
as a kickoff and fundraiser for the Albuquerque Folk
Festival, which takes place the next day. Locals Holy
Water & Whiskey will play an opening set.
Lynch came out of the ’70s bluegrass scene as the
vocalist for the Front Porch String Band and as a
songwriter tapped by artists such as Patty Loveless
and Kathy Mattea. When we talk about bluegrass
these days, we could be referring to just about any
range of sounds that may or may not include a banjo
and/or a mandolin. So to be clear, what we mean
by bluegrass, here, is also commonly referred to as
traditional country. Think: June Carter.

In 2005, Lynch rounded up her own band of
string-dusters—Mark Schatz on bass, banjo and
percussion; Matt Wingate on mandolin and guitar;
and Bryan McDowell on anything he can flat-pick,
apparently – to form the Claire Lynch Band.
This is a competition-level outfit, including Lynch
herself, who is the reigning female vocalist of the year for
the International Bluegrass Music Association (IBMA)
and a 2012 recipient of the United States Artists Walker
Fellowship. She’s also a two-time Grammy nominee.
Contd. on Page 20

MONDAY, MAY 26
Johnette Napolitano

Outpost Performance Space,
210 Yale SE, outpostspace.org
8 pm, $26, ampconcerts.org; Info: 268-0044

FRIDAY, JUNE 6
Claire Lynch Band, with Holy Water & Whiskey

Albuquerque Balloon Museum,
9201 Balloon Museum Dr NE
7:30 pm, $22-27, ampconcerts.org; Info: abqfolkfest.org

SATURDAY, JUNE 7
Albuquerque Folk Festival

Balloon Museum grounds
(2 blocks south of Balloon Fiesta Park),
10:30 am – 11 pm
Family friendly ($15-20 adult all day; $5 children 12-18;
under 12, Free), the Albuquerque Folk Festival offers
main-stage music, old favorites such as Jam with the
Band, and many music and dance workshops for participatory audience members. Highlights include local bands
such as Chuy y Oti, Felix y Los Gatos, Goddess of Arno
and Breaking Blue. Visitors include Birds of Chicago,
Ramblin’ Jack Elliott, Spencer & Rains, and Tim O’Brien
with Darryl Scott. Buy advance tickets, on sale now, at
many locations, including Apple Mountain Music (10301
Comanche Rd NE, 237-2048) Grumpy’s Guitars (5015
Lomas Blvd NE, 255-0599) and Music Mart (3301 Carlisle
Blvd NE, 889-9777). All information about appearances,
camping and hours is listed at abqfolkfest.org.

N4th Theatre is your go-to place for out-of-town dance and
music ensembles that bring cultural events to Albuquerque
audiences. AMP Concerts presents a free Zimbabwean Music
and Dance Extravaganza at 12:30 p.m. on Thursday, June 5,
to spice up your afternoon. This performance also features
mbira player Musekiwa Chingodza and local band Wagogo.
The mbira is a traditional Zimbabwean wooden soundboard
with metal keys, similar to a thumb piano. Although the
performance is free, courtesy of AMP and its sponsors, you
must make reservations to guarantee a seat, at ampconcerts.
org or by calling (505) 232-9868.

Music to roar by

For $3 a kid at the BioPark, your family can enjoy Zoo Music
and Summer Nights at the Botanic Garden.
The Summer Nights series of local bands begins June 12
with Nosotros and runs through Aug. 28 starring Caravan of
Thieves, at 7 p.m. every Thursday night.
Zoo Music is at 7:30 p.m. on Friday nights, starting June 13
with Marc Cohn and running through Aug. 8. A special Father’s
Day Fiesta at the Zoo on June 15 includes Little Joe y La
Familia, Mariachi Mystery Tour and Grupo Control. Tickets
for Zoo Music and Summer Nights performances are $10 for
adults, $5 for seniors and $3 for children aged 3-12. BioPark
Society members’ tickets are 50% off. Go to abqbiopark.com/
music or pick up tickets at the admission booth.

All-ages, all-day Fest at Balloon Museum

The city has yet another family-friendly event on May 24.
Southwest Sound Fest has 20 local bands, food trucks and
a beer garden for thirsty grown-ups. Held from 11 a.m. to 9
p.m. on the grounds of the Balloon Museum at 9201 Balloon
Museum Dr. NE off Alameda. For a full roster of musicians,
go to swsoundfest.com. Tickets are $15-$20 for adults and $5
for kids 12 and under. Buy them online at swsoundfest.com or
at the Balloon Museum on the day of the event. All proceeds
benefit YWCA New Mexico.

Get out of town

Placitas is 20 minutes away, has magnificent views, friendly
people and The Placitas Artists series, a long-running program of
music and art at the Presbyterian Church (NM 165; Exit 242 off I-25).
On May 25, enjoy chamber music by Willy Sucre and Friends
at 3 p.m. A reception for the artists begins at 2. Tickets for the
concert will be available at the door one hour before the concert,
in advance at The Merc Grocery Store in Homestead Village
Shopping Center in Placitas, Under Charlie’s Covers Fine Used
Book Store at 120 E. Highway 550 in Bernalillo or online at
PlacitasArtistsSeries.org. Prices are $20 in advance. At the door
prices are general admission, $20, and students, $15.

Film
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Better-than-ever Film Festival has Tons of Events, Stars
By Stephanie Hainsfurther

A

t venues all over town, the 2nd Annual Albuquerque Film and Media Experience will present films
local and global, personal appearances by actors and
comedians, food, live music and more from June 1-8.
Festival favorite Giancarlo Esposito of “Breaking
Bad” and “Do the Right Thing” will attend the
Wednesday, June 4, showing of “Do the Right
Thing” to celebrate the 25th anniversary of Spike
Lee’s film at the African American Performing Arts
Center (AAPAC) at Expo NM. The event will be a
fundraiser for AAPAC.
Actors Stephen Baldwin (“The Usual Suspects”),
Federico Castelluccio (“The Sopranos”) and Sharon
Lawrence (“NYPD Blue”), and “Better Call Saul”
producer Stewart Lyons will appear at a number
of events in different venues that give audiences a
chance to hear about their careers in Hollywood.
The local angle on AFME is always interesting, and
this year there is a burrito-load of locally produced
films and live events. Mateo Frazier from Northern
New Mexico is the co-writer and director of “Blaze
You Out,” an award-winning thriller. He will anchor
a panel with Matt Page, creator of the hilarious
web series satire “Enter the Dojo,” writer/director

Lauren Myers and John Hardy in “Dead Billy,” an indie film made in New Mexico.

Hannah Macpherson of the upcoming thriller
“Those Who Wait,” Scotty Milder, Trish Lopez and
Nick Maniatis. On June 8 from 12-1:30 p.m. For $5,
this is a can’t-miss round-up of New Mexico experts.
Hometown star Steven Michael Quezada (“Breaking
Bad”) hosts “A Night of Comedy and Poetry” on June
6 at 9 p.m. at the Lobo Theater with Hakim Bellamy.
Actor Vivian Nesbitt performs her award-winning,
one-woman show “The Bark and the Tree” at Aux
Dog Theatre on June 4. Nesbitt and John Dillon
conduct the “Art of the Song” live local performances

“The Grand Budapest Hotel”: Escaping
the Jailhouse of History
By Stephanie Hainsfurther

N

ot much stayed with me. Wes Anderson’s “The
Grand Budapest Hotel” is a violet lozenge that melts
on the tongue and disappears, leaving a perfume-y
odor in the mouth and a slightly bitter aftertaste.
Its fictional setting is emblematic of a vanished
20th-century Central European past trampled by Fascism and global war. A character calls it the “barbaric
slaughterhouse we know as humanity.”
Anderson tweaks the conventions of the period
thriller by seeing history through the perspectives of a
foppish concierge, M. Gustave (Ralph Fiennes), and
an orphaned lobby boy, Moustafa, referred to as Zero
(Tony Revolori). It’s a buddy movie, an improbable one.
Such as it is, the plot turns on a caper having to do
with a stolen painting and a number of spiteful family
members played by Tilda Swinton, Adrien Brody, and
Willem Dafoe as a macabre hit man. Zero falls for
Agatha (Saoirse Ronan), a baker’s helper who has a
birthmark on her cheek in the shape of Mexico.
Anderson is one of a bunch of postmodern filmmakers
that includes Quentin Tarantino, the Coen Brothers and
David O. Russell. What makes them pomo is their Cuisinart
mash-up of genres and time periods, their irreverence for
filmic conventions and socio-historical pieties, their magpie
lootings of culture high and low, their insistent irony.
The open-ended structure of their films owes a huge
debt to New Wave directors Jean-Luc Godard and
Francois Truffaut, though Russell’s early screwball
comedies are among the few that make me freer as
opposed to smug. I’d bet Ernst Lubitsch, Preston
Sturges and Billy Wilder’s glittering comedies against
Anderson’s whimsical confections and see who wins.
But I resist my inner grouch. For better and worse,

Still of Owen Wilson (r.), Tom Wilkinson (l.) and Tony Revolori (c.) in
The Grand Budapest Hotel (2014).

they are what we have. The scene in “Pulp Fiction,”
where a black boy is accidentally blown away in a cab,
will never seem funny to me. Nor will the Coen brothers’ send-up of Depression-era tales of Okie poverty.
There’s a part of me that will always be tied to a version
of social reality—what used to be called humanism.
Still, these directors’ subversive willingness to
disregard the master narrative, or history as told by the
victors, by reimagining alternate realities and parallel
universes as novelists like Salman Rushdie, Philip
K. Dick and Philip Roth have done, may liberate the
viewer from historical fate and maybe, just maybe,
allow us all a space to write our own script.
“The Grand Budapest Hotel” had genuine moments
of pleasure in its artisanal images, the sparkling bon
mots, the absurd surprise of Harvey Keitel cast as a
bald-headed inmate. Well and good. But as I watched
it, I wanted to feel something more than my own
cleverness at being on the inside of an in-joke.
Richard Oyama is a poet and freelance writer. “Orphans in
the Storm” is his first novel.

and radio interviews with well-known songwriters.
The “New Mexico Shorts” program on June 3
from 4-6 p.m. at the KiMo Theatre. Other madein-New-Mexico movies like “Tapia,” “Dead Billy”
and “Drunktown’s Finest” will air during the week
of the festival. The Buddy Rich Big Band Alumni
Concert will kick off the festival on June 1, featuring
Albuquerque trumpeter Bobby Shew at the KiMo
Theatre from 2-6 p.m.
The AFME Foundation is the charitable arm for the
fest. This year, beneficiaries include the Rape Crisis
Center of Central New Mexico, All Faiths, New
Mexico AIDS Service, NM Autism Society, New
Mexico Jazz Workshop, Youth Development, Inc.,
and Robert Redford and Bill Richardson’s Protection
of New Mexico Wildlife.
The Lobo, the KiMo and the Guild Cinema, the
National Hispanic Cultural Center and Hotel
Cascada are among the locations for events. For
all-access passes and individual tickets, go to
abqfilmexperience.com or abqfilmx.com.
Stephanie Hainsfurther is associate editor for ABQ Free
Press. Reach her at Stephanie@freeabq.com.

Folk Fest cont. from page 19
If accolades don’t do much for you, try listening
to a few tracks online. I don’t know exactly what
Dolly Parton had in mind when she called Lynch’s
voice “one of the sweetest” in the biz, but it
certainly has an innocent country charm.
Napolitano’s voice, on the other hand. Well, you
know it. Google “Joey.” You’ve definitely heard it
all before. Concrete Blonde put out three albums
in the mid-to-late 90s. The last of them, “Bloodletting,” included “Joey,” a letter to a dying alcoholic.
What you may not have
heard is that since she
wrote that hit, Napolitano,
a self-described loner with
a guitar, left Los Angeles for
Joshua Tree, Calif., where she
returned to her roots, crafting
songs for herself and a guitar,
some of which appeared on
2007’s “Scarred.” She also
has spent much of the past
Johnette Napolitano. Photo
decade making art, keeping
courtesy of Hybrid Recordings
horses, writing short stories
and running a desert-inspired tattoo parlor.
One thing that hasn’t changed for Napolitano,
according to her bio, is her hunger for the road.
With Concrete Blonde, she saw touring as a way to
travel the world, and now it’s a way for her to keep
moving forward, reconnecting with old fans, trying
new material and testing herself. She also reads
from her book, “Rough Mix,” while projecting
images of her art on a screen. Maybe it’s not as rock
as running from the feds in a Wrangler, but the
sense of urgency is still there.
Matthew Irwin writes about music, theater and art for
ABQ Free Press.

THEATER
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Mommie Wore Sequins: Joan Crawford
Lives Again
By barry gaines

T

he Dolls, Albuquerque’s cherished
drag troupe, is back at the Aux
Dog Theatre with a meticulously
constructed biographical tribute to Joan
Crawford entitled “The Gospel According to Joan.”
Kenneth Ansloan, co-founder of the
group, is both playwright and star.
Ansloan has incorporated a lot of
research into the play, and the more you
know about Bette Davis, Clark Gable,
Norma Shearer, the Hollywood studio
system, American film history and, of
course, Joan Crawford, the more you will
appreciate the play.
Joan Crawford is an ideal subject for
a bio that incorporates a vast sweep of
20th-century popular culture. She was
born in the first decade of the century as
Lucile Fay LeSueur, whose father abandoned his family before she was born.
She had little formal schooling, sought
work as a dancer, probably appeared
in some stag films, and was discovered
dancing in a chorus line.
By 1924, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer had
offered her a film contract at $75 a week.
Ever ambitious and self-promoting,
Last weekend: Kenneth Ansloan plays Joan Crawford at Aux Dog. Photo by Russell Maynor.
Crawford became the epitome of the
“flapper” in silent films, and she made a
smooth transition when “talkies” became
Flapper Joan, played with sass
the norm. Her new name was chosen by
Through June 1
by
Bradd Howard who also
the vote of fans through a screen maga“The
Gospel
According
directs,
reminds Joan of the truth
zine. And she made friendships, feuds
to Joan”
of
her
early
days in the business.
and affairs with many in Hollywood’s
Aux
Dog
Theatre,
Lover
Clark
Gable (Brian Fejer)
screen community. She made MGM
3011-15 Monte Vista Blvd NE,
and
husband
Franchot Tone
money. In 1937, she was named “Queen
Nob Hill
(Bryan Andrew Lambe) help to
of the Movies” by Life Magazine, yet the
Fri-Sat 8 pm, Sun 2 pm,
tell the story.
following year she was called “box office
$18, 254-7716, auxdog.com
Flamboyant Jaime Pardo is the
poison” in another mag.
MGM
Joan in a curly auburn wig
She left MGM for Warner Brothers and
and
a
gown
with a “the thigh’s
won her Best Actress Oscar for “Mildred Pierce” in
the
limit”
slit.
Jessica
Osbourne
effectively plays
1945. In 1955 she married Al Steele, president of Pepsi
scenes
with
both
Howard
and
Pardo
to capture some
Cola, but he lived only four more years. As Crawford
of
Crawford’s
roles.
Other
film
scenes
are projected
aged, she acted in occasional psychological thrillers
on a white curtain across the stage.
and horror movies and finally became reclusive.
Former ingénue A.J. Carian plays the MomAfter Crawford’s death her adopted daughter
mie-Dearest
Joan, a reference to her daughter’s
Christina wrote “Mommie Dearest,” a sensational
book.
Perhaps
the best and funniest representation is
exposé alleging emotional and physical abuse from
Dean
Squibb’s
portrayal of rival actress Bette Davis.
her mother. We never looked at wire hangers the
Crawford
and
Davis
were enemies, but as they grew
same way again.
older
they
shared
a
grudging
respect for each other.
Playwright Ansloan presents this complicated life
The
Dolls
provide
fabulous
costumes
(from Off
story in a clever way.
Broadway and House of Dolls) and wigs, energetic
The play begins on the last day of Crawford’s
lip-syncing, off-color jokes, slapstick moments, and
life. Ansloan doesn’t hide his diva-otion to Joan.
hot duets. If the show “drags” a bit in the second act,
He plays her with all the glamour and glitz Joan
what did you expect?
deserves. Her makeup, with the famous dramatically arched eyebrows and upper lip line, is perfect.
Ansloan seems to meld with Crawford without a
hint of parody. The modern Joan then meets herself
in earlier stages of her career.

Barry Gaines has covered Albuquerque theater for 13 years.
He is a professor emeritus at UNM and administrator of the
American Theater Critics Association.

FUSION announces ‘The Seven’
Thinking globally and acting locally, FUSION Theatre
Company runs a 10-minute play contest every year
for playwrights from all over the world. A jury chooses
seven submissions to produce and perform at The Cell
Theatre in June. Each year presents an audience-pick
theme to the writers; the theme of this year’s “The Seven”
is “Worlds Collide.”

This year’s winners:

“Ginny” by Anna Fox, Los Angeles (Jury Prize Winner)
“The Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies” by Kathleen
Cahill, Salt Lake City
“The Starfire Dance” by Deborah Yarchun, Minneapolis
“The Secret Keeper” by David Meyers, Fort Lee, N. J.
“Timmy Perlmutter Goes Flying” by Paul Lewis,
Bainbridge Island, Wash.
“Battling the Ghost of Max Schmeling” by Thomas 		
Atkinson, Anderson Township, Ohio
“A Disappearing” by Mark Wyss, Milwaukee

The audience gets to choose a favorite play by ballot
at each performance. Votes are tallied, and the popular
favorite is announced at season’s end.
Performances run from June 5-15. Shows sell out
every year. For tickets and information, contact the box
office at (505) 766-9412, or liveatthecell.com. The Cell
Theatre is at 700 First St. NW, Downtown.

Perennial favorite at Aux Dog
“Love, Loss, and What I Wore” by the late Nora
Ephron and her sister, Delia Ephron, plays again at
the Aux Dog Theatre, 3011 Monte Vista Blvd. NE, in
Nob Hill. With a revolving cast of local actors and a
loyal audience, “Love, Loss” is becoming the “Rocky
Horror Picture Show” of plays, performed every fourth
Saturday with a different cast.
This work, based on a popular book by Ilene
Beckerman, uses articles of women’s clothing as the
springboard for a host of memories. A central narrator
and four other women talk about moments in their lives,
both funny and sad. Shown Saturday, May 24, at 2 p.m.
only (and June 28, July 26, Aug. 23). Tickets are just
$10-$15 at Auxdog.com or from the box office at (505)
254-7716.

‘Memphis’ the musical
comes to Popejoy
The Popejoy
Presents and La
Vida Llena Broadway in New Mexico
series presents the
Tony Award winner
“Memphis” June
5-8. A white man
falls in love with a
Black woman in
segregated 1950s
Memphis, and together they make rock-‘n’-roll history.
Based on the life of Dewey Phillips, a white DJ who
played Black music back when no one else would.
Lift-you-outta-your-seat music and dance are sure to
send you home with a grin on your face.
Tickets are on sale now at the UNM Ticket Offices
and select area Albertsons locations, or online at popejoypresents.com or unmtickets.com. You can charge
tickets by calling (877) 664-8661 or (505) 925-5858.
Group orders for 10 or more: (505) 344-1779.

BOOKS
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Art Galleries and Fly-fishing Figure into Heller Book
By Wolf Schneider

A

troubled man trying to
outrun his violent streak
is the protagonist of “The
Painter,” the second novel
by Denver-based Peter
Heller. The story is set in
Colorado and New Mexico.

Q: How do you think
Colorado and New
Mexico are different?
A: New Mexico has a lot
more wide-open space,
more ochre and salmon and rust. When I think of Colorado, I think more of ponderosas and pine forests. I think of
New Mexico as a crucible of the arts. People come there
and get tempered, and they grow or they perish.
Q: “The Painter” is about an expressionist painter
who years ago shot a man in a bar and now kills a
man he sees abusing a horse at a hunting camp.
Was this inspired by Harold Joe Waldrum, who
painted the abstracted churches in northern New
Mexico?

Q: Your book just made it onto GQ’s
Punch List of 27 top cultural things
in 2014 and TheMillions.com list of
most anticipated books. What do you
consider its strengths?
A: What excites me is the music and the
language and the texture of a voice. I
think the book is about someone dealing
with great loss and trying to put one foot
in front of the other and trying to create
some sort of meaning in the face of that.

A: “The Painter” is based on a really
good friend of mine who is a well-known
Taos artist, Jim Wagner. Jim Wagner shot
at a guy in a bar who said something
about his son, and luckily he missed.
When I wrote Jim Stegner, I was thinking
of Jim Wagner.
The little adobe cabin that Jim Stegner
buys and moves into is the little house
that I built for myself [in Paonia, Colo.].
Paulo Bacigalupi, the science fiction
writer, also lives in Paonia.
Q: Did you ask Jim Wagner for his
permission to use his almost-name
and almost-life?
A: I called him up and said, “Jim, I’m writing
this novel with a character based on you, and
here’s what’s happened so far.” And he said,
“Oh, man, that sounds great.” Jim is nothing
if not a generous person. He’s a big soul,
a big-hearted person, and very game. Just
like Jim Stegner. As soon as I finished, he
[Jim Wagner] was the first person to get the
manuscript, and he loved it, so that was great.

Tuesday, May 27

Peter Heller

booksigning & talk
7 pm, Free

Bookworks
4022 Rio Grande NW
344-8139
bkwrks.com

Q: What are your favorite Albuquerque
hangouts?
A: I appreciate that Albuquerque is a city
on a river in the desert. I have a
little airplane, and when I fly into Santa Fe
in my plane, I love seeing that big mountain
range that looms over Albuquerque, the
Sandias. It’s dramatic and stirring.
Wolf Schneider interviews authors for ABQ Free
Press. Follow her on Twitter at @wolfschneider1

VISUAL ARTS

artspree calendar
MAY 23

JUNE 6

THROUGH JUNE 1

Go back to earth and tell the
animals I am still here by Santiago
Perez
Nuart Gallery, Historic Gormley Market at
670 Canyon Road, Santa Fe, through June 8
Popular New Mexico artist creates his own
world. Under the cover of TV cartoon humor
tinged with foreboding consequence lies
absurdity and surrealism with dark Spanish
fairy tales and illustrative painting, on metal,
wood and linen.
Free, 5-7 pm artist reception, (505) 988-3888,
nuartgallery.com

Imprints of Home, Works on Paper
Group Show
Weyrich Gallery, 2935 D Louisiana Blvd NE,
Through July 25
Featuring art prints and poems by twelve
artists. This diverse group of artists came
together through a shared interest in
printmaking, poetry and book arts. Their
delight in ongoing creative cross-pollination
and artistic camaraderie produced this new
collaboration.
Free, 5-8:30 artists reception, 883-7410

EMILY MASON: OPENED JARS
Lew Allen Galleries at The Railyard, 1613
Paseo de Peralta, Santa Fe
38 contemporary abstracts by an 82-year-old
artist who is widely considered one of our best.
505-988-3250, lewallengalleries.com

MAY 30
Road to Nowhere: Southwest
Sojourns
Marion Center for Photographic Arts,
SFUAD, 1600 St Michaels Drive, Santa Fe
Includes work by local CENTER alumni and
members. Work will be on display from Alan
Pearlman, Carola Clift, Dolores Smart, Jamey
Stillings, Jennifer Schlesinger Hanson, Jo
Antreasian, John Healey, Jonathan Blaustein,
Joseph Fammartino, Lisa Blair, Martin Stupich, Pat Galagan, Patti Levey, Philip Metcalf,
Steve Bromberg and Susan Ressler.
Free, 5-7 pm, santafeuniversity.edu

New Books from UNM Press
By Stephanie Hainsfurther

I

t’s not too early to fill your summer
reading list with brainy books that will
make you a cocktail-party favorite come
fall. Or not, depending on your friends.
If they’re more show than tell, save your
superior knowledge of southwestern
and Mexican arts and culture for tourists
and visiting relatives. All books can
be purchased from unmpress.com and
other sources as named below.

del Folklor Nuevomexicano: Treasures
of a People/El Tesoro del Pueblo.” The
book coincides with a fine CD recorded
by Cipriano Vigil y su familia, available
from newmexicofolkmusictreasure.
com. Vigil is an accomplished composer
recognized by the Smithsonian Institution and recipient of the New Mexico
Governor’s Award. This book represents
his career and the learning of 50 years.

The conniving denizens of Deadwood
in the 19th century had nothing on
the Republicans of the Santa Fe Ring,
according to the author of “Chasing the
Santa Fe Ring: Power and Privilege in
Territorial New Mexico.” New Mexico
educator and administrator David L.
Caffey looks into the corrupt cabal of politicians and others who held sway in this
state into the 20th century. And he names
names. Among other things, readers will
find out what the Ring had to do with
eventual statehood, the Lincoln County
War and the location of Route 66.

John Donald Robb’s life work, “Hispanic Folk Music of New Mexico and the
Southwest: A Self-Portrait of a People,”
has been reissued. With field recordings
and musical transcriptions, the late
dean emeritus and professor of UNM’s
College of Fine Arts preserved the
traditional songs of Hispanics from the
Matachines dance to the corrido. Music
cited in the book can be heard at UNM’s
Center for Southwest Research or online
at https://elibrary.unm.edu/cswr/.

Two books on Hispanic and New
Mexican folk music are available now
to kick-start your education. Cipriano
Frederico Vigil has collected song lyrics
and his studies of them in his bilingual
“New Mexican Folk Music/Cancionero

One photographer, 60 images, 12 lbs.:
The first edition of Paul O’Connor’s
“Taos Portraits” will be released in July,
but it would make a great holiday gift
for anyone interested in the post-WWII
Taos Moderns and the new wave of
artists who followed. O’Connor moved
to Taos in 1989 and caught the Taos

Master photographer Manuel Carrillo
is the subject of “Mi Querido México,”
Stuart Ashman’s latest contribution to
art education. Ashman is president and
CEO of the Museum of Latin American
Art (MOLAA) in Long Beach, Calif.,
but was a longtime resident of Santa
Fe, former curator and director for the
New Mexico Museum of Art and former
secretary of New Mexico Cultural
Affairs. Gelatin silver prints by Carrillo
depict Mexican life, work, people,
animals and the land-and-sea-scape;
Ashman’s essay explains the importance
of this man’s work. Ashman curated
the Carrillo exhibit of the same name at
MOLAA, now through November.
Modern artists on film in their dotage.
(Warning: 72-year-old Walter Chappell
was a nudist.) There are images of Bea
Mandelman and Gray Mercer, Agnes
Martin and a middle-aged rendition of
Dennis Hopper. At $100, it’s a precious
find for your coffee table décor. Limited editions can be had for $500 from
taosportraits.com, and Hulse Warman
Gallery offers limited-edition prints
of the portraits themselves (222 Paseo
del Pueblo Norte, Taos, (575) 751-7702;
hulsewarmangallery.com).

Much of Carlos Contreras’s writing in
“Time Served,” his latest poetry chapbook, is informed by his work with Just
Write, a writing program for prisoners
and the public that he co-founded (full
disclosure: a poem by Contreras was
published in ABQ Free Press). This
National Slam Poetry Champion has
much to say about forced imprisonment
and the walls we build for ourselves.
Richard Oyama’s interview with
Contreras is posted at abqarts.com.
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ONGOING EXHIBITS
THROUGH MAY 25
THE UNFORSEEN EXHIBIT OF THE ARTISTES DE LONCHE
Freestyle Gallery, 1114 Central Ave SW
Reception for nine artists whose group lunches and individual work resulted in this show.
5-8 pm, Free, 243-9267, freestylegallery.com

THROUGH MAY 29
Various Exhibitions
Harwood Art Center, 1114 7th St NW
Site specific work from well-known and new
artists Ken Frink, Karl Hofmann, KB Jones
and Stephanie Lerma.
Free, Call for hours, 242-6367,
harwoodartcenter.org

THROUGH MAY 30
Through The Mist by Ming Franz
New Mexico Art League, 3409 Juan Tabo NE
Ink and watercolor in Chinese and modern
techniques.
Free, Call for hours, 293-5034,
newmexicoartleague.wildapricot.org

THROUGH MAY 31
slap and bang by Dan Socha
Exhibit 208, 208 Broadway Blvd SE
Smoke paintings on ledger pages.
Free, Thurs-Sat, 10 am-4 pm, exhibit208.com

“Starvation Peak Days End” oil on canvas, 24x30” by
Frank McCulloch available at Sumner & Dene (see listing).

MAY 31 – JUNE 1
22nd Old Church Artfest
Historic Old San Ysidro Church, 966 Old
Church Road, Corrales
Hosted and juried by Corrales Historical
Society’s Visual Arts Council
Come soak up the festive atmosphere as you
shop for a wonderful array of crafts and
fine art items by favorite local artists.
Free, 10 am-5 pm, corraleshistory.com

Trekking through the Enchanted
Land by Karen Halbert
Purple Sage Galeria, 201 San Felipe NW
Plein air oil paintings, the gallery’s specialty.
Free, Call for hours, 450-4059,
purplesagegaleria.com
YEAR OF THE HORSE
Matrix Fine Art, 3812 Central Ave SE
Women artists represent the horse in many
mediums, including photography by Lynne
Pomerantz and drawings by Nance McManus.
Call for hours, Free, 268-8952,
matrixfineart.com
Frank McCulloch Annual One
Person Show
Sumner & Dene, 517 Central Ave NW, Downtown
The grand daddy of the arts of Albuquerque
creates the New Mexico atmosphere like no
other. Free, Weekdays 10-6, Sat 10-5, Sun 12-4,
842-1400, sumnerdene.com

THROUGH JUNE 6
Augmented Realities: Six Artists of
VSA NM/North Fourth Art Center
Office of Commissioner Maggie Hart Stebbins, One Civic Plaza, 10th flr, Suite 10111
This exhibition emphasizes the wide range
of styles and techniques, media choices and
sources of inspiration employed by artists in
the VSA arts of NM programs. Participating
artists include Leon Baca, Stephanie Barbour,
Ralph Gonzales, Peter Hirsch, Simon Salazar
and Grace Sedillo.
VSA arts of New Mexico offers education,
performance and exhibition opportunities
for adults with developmental disabilities
in classes offered year-round in the visual,
performing and literary arts.
Free, Call for hours, 468-7108, vsartsnm.org

THROUGH JUNE 15
WAX WITH DIMENSION
Encaustic Art Institute Gallery, 18 County
Road, 55A (18 General Goodwin Road), Cerrillos
Members’ show at the Institute’s
Pyramid Gallery, an architectural
destination in itself.
12-5 pm, Free, 424-6487, eainm.com

THROUGH JUNE 26
X-Men and Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles
Metropolis Comic Art Gallery, 1102 Mountain
Rd NW, Suite 202
Offerings from gallery artists.
Free, Tues-Thurs 11-6, Fri-Sat 11-7, 255-0793

THROUGH JUNE 27
ABSTRACTIONS
Inpost Artspace, 210 Yale SE
Artists Leslie Holland and Chandler Wigton
present individual works on a common
theme: the artistic process.
5-8 pm, Free, 268-0044, outpostspace.org

THROUGH JUNE 29
GUIDING LIGHT
Casa Rondeña Winery, 733 Chavez Rd. NW
Craig Varjabedian is a well-known,
award-winning local photographer, marking
40 years of making art.
Call for hours or to book a private viewing,
Free, 452-7208, casarondena.com

“Zombie Bomb - Shuffle” (acrylic, 11x17”) by Sara
Richard is an example from the catalog of comic artists
at Metropolis Comic Art Gallery (see listing).

THROUGH AUGUST 17
FOCUS ON PHOTOGRAPHY
New Mexico Museum of Art,
107 West Palace Ave, Santa Fe
Solo photographers, more than 8,000 photos
in rotating exhibits.
Tues-Sun 10-5, $6-9, 505-476-5041, nmartmuseum.org

THROUGH AUGUST 31
Nature’s Blueprints by Marietta
Leis; contributing artist David
Vogel
New Mexico Museum of Natural History and
Science, 1801 Mountain Rd NW
Cyanotypes finished last winter largely based
on the Museum’s specimen collection.
With museum admission, 9 am-5 pm every day,
841-2800

CALL FOR ENTRIES DEADLINE: AUGUST 15
Pastel Society of New Mexico
23rd Annual National Pastel
Painting Exhibition
Cash & merchandise awards approximately
$10,000
Exhibit: November 1-30 at Expo New Mexico
Judge: Doug Dawson; Jurors: Mike Beeman,
Barbara Jaenicke and Stan Sperlak
Original and 80% soft pastels only. Max 3 digital entries, $35 (members), $40 (non-members).
Prospectus & Workshop information on website: pastelsnm.org or send SASE to PSNM-P,
PO Box 3571, Albuquerque, NM 87190-3571.

Visual Arts
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Artward Bound: From Sheep to Blanket, Sheared Wool and Weavings
By Mary Montaño

C

hurro sheep have a history here. Coronado
brought 5,000 of the shaggy beasts to New
Mexico in 1540, but it was tough going, and
only a handful survived. Undaunted, the next wave
of Hispanos brought 4,000 churros – then ate them.
It was the Little Ice Age, and times were hard.
The Spanish couldn’t help but notice that the
Pueblos were weaving their clothes from agave fiber
and cotton on upright looms. Once they settled in,
the Spanish built massive treadle looms and, after the
sheep herd replenished, started weaving everything
from bed sheets and sacking to serapes
and socks. In those days, if you didn’t
make it yourself, you mostly did without.
The Navajo eventually would turn wool
weavings into a global art commodity.
Some 21st-century churro sheep will
get a haircut at the Fiber Arts Festival
at El Rancho de las Golondrinas. This
multi-acre, indoor-outdoor, Spanish
colonial living history site includes a
ranch with a sheep-to-blanket weaving
program that is holding its fifth annual
festival this month. Other festival
attractions include workshops, kid crafts
and an open-air market, plus a working blacksmith
and an horno bread baker.
Pueblo and Navajo weavers will provide lecture-demos. A dye shed will offer demonstrations of

Above: Natural dyes make colorful wool for blankets. Left: Churro sheep
wait to be sheared. Photos courtesy of El Rancho de las Golondrinas.

wool dying using natural dyes created
from plants and minerals. Colonial
weavers and artisans also bought dyes
from Mexico and beyond, particularly
for brighter reds and blues. Cochineal,
for example, is a high-quality red dye
that comes from the crushed bodies of tiny
cochineal bugs that grow on the nopal
cactus. In colonial days, hand plucking the
bugs from the cactus raised its cost.
Other demonstrations include washing
the wool in yucca root, which was used by Native
Americans for centuries as a shampoo and cleaner.
Just swish the root in water, and bubbles happen.

Another curiosity is the Pueblo-invented spinning
tool, which the Spanish called a malacate. It was
the spindle of choice for both Pueblo and Hispano
weavers because expensive spinning wheels were
nonexistent before the Santa Fe Trail opened up New
Mexico to Eastern manufacturers. Incidentally, in
both Pueblo and Hispano cultures, the men did the
weaving, freeing up the women to plaster the adobe
walls of the houses.
Visitors will find El Rancho de las Golondrinas
to be a relaxing back-to-basics atmosphere. It is an
extended village with farms and hills dotted by
haciendas, a schoolhouse, a morada, a watermill
and woods. Docents dress in period clothing. The
serenity alone is worth the trip.
Mary Montaño is an advocate for the arts with deep roots in
New Mexico and Southern Colorado.

May 24-25, Saturday-Sunday, 10 a.m-4 p.m.
5th annual Santa Fe Fiber Arts Festival

El Rancho de las Golondrinas Living History Museum
$8 adults, $6 seniors and teens 13-18, 12 and under
free; 334 Los Pinos Rd, La Cienega, Exit 276 off I-25
south of Santa Fe, follow “Las Golondrinas” signs;
(505) 471-2261, golondrinas.org
If you miss the fiber arts festival, there’s a Spring Festival
and Children’s Fair June 7-8. Also, starting in June, El
Rancho de las Golondrinas is open for self-guided tours
each Wednesday through Sunday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

